Darwinism: A Teetering House
of Cards
Steve Cable examines four areas of recent scientific discovery
that undermine evolution.

The Origin of Life: A Mystery
Confidence in Darwinism erodes as new discoveries fail to
produce supporting evidence. Three books released in 2017,
• House of Cards by journalist Tom Bethel
• Zombie Science by biologist Jonathan Wells
• Undeniable by biologist Douglas Axe
address areas where Darwin’s grand idea is weaker
now than 150 years ago. As Bethel states, “Today,
it more closely resembles a house of cards, built
out of flimsy icons rather than hard evidence, and
liable to blow away in the slightest breeze.”{1} It
is not just critics who recognize this weakening. In 2016, the
Royal Society in London convened a meeting to discuss “calls
for revision of the standard theory of evolution.”{2}
Four areas where Darwin hoped future work would support his
theory will be examined. The first area is the origin of
reproducing beings.
Darwin only hoped that life may have originated in a “warm
little pond.” But as one scientist states, “The origin-of-life
field is a failure—we still do not have even a plausible
coherent model, let alone a validated scenario, for the
emergence of life on earth.”{3}
Darwin assumed the first reproducing cells were very simple.
In truth, the simplest cells are composed of impressively
complex machines which could not have arisen directly from

inorganic components. But there are no known simpler life
forms. As Michael Behe commented, “The cell’s known complexity
has increased immeasurably in recent years, and points ever
more insistently to an intelligent designer as its cause.”{4}
The probability of even one of the amino acids necessary for
life appearing by random mutations is effectively zero even
given billions of years. As Doug Axe writes, “(Examining how)
accidental evolutionary processes are supposed to have
invented enzymes without insight, we consistently find these
proposals to be implausible.”{5}
Another professor states, “Those who think scientists
understand the issues of prebiotic chemistry are wholly
misinformed. Nobody understands them. . . . The basis upon
which we . . . are relying is so shaky we must openly state
the situation for what it is: a mystery.”{6}
Facing insurmountable odds against life appearing, some
materialists propose an infinite number of parallel
universes.{7} With infinite chances, even the most unlikely
events could occur. But, as Axe points out, “The biological
inventions that surround us (are) fantastically improbable,
with evolution explaining none and the multiverse hypothesis
explaining only those absolutely necessary for wondering to be
possible, . . . this hypothesis fails to explain what we
see.”{8}
Even after resorting to unobservable fantasy situations, the
challenges presented by the origins of life cannot be
overcome. A Darwinian model begins with a self-replicating
life form. Currently, this appears to be a hill that no one
knows how to climb.
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Darwin’s theory is dependent upon the unobserved concept of
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accumulating into different species over time. Darwin believed
his magic wand of natural selection could direct this process
toward increasingly complex beings. Has further research
confirmed his belief?
Let’s begin with fossil evidence.
The number of fossils studied has blossomed over the last 150
years. All the types of species which exist today appear in
the fossil record over a relatively short period of time.{9}
And, in most cases, with no transitional forms between them
undermining Darwin’s theory. As science historian Stephen
Meyer concludes, “As more . . . fossils are discovered
(failing) to document the great array of intermediate forms,
it grows ever more improbable that their absence is an
artifact of either incomplete sampling or preservation.”{10}
And evolution proponent Stephen Gould wrote, “The extreme
rarity of transitional forms in the fossil record persists as
the trade secret of paleontology. The evolutionary trees . . .
have data only at the tips and nodes of their branches; the
rest is inference.”{11} Nature editor Henry Gee put it this
way: “To take a line of fossils and claim that they represent
a lineage is not a scientific hypothesis that can be tested,
but an assertion that carries the same validity as a bedtime
story.”{12}
Cleary, the fossil record challenges rather than supports
conventional evolutionary theory.
Let’s continue by looking at experimental evidence.
Perhaps someone has recreated macro-evolution in the lab.
Studies of fast replicating populations have shown no ability
to accumulate multiple changes. Attempts to create macroevolution in fruit flies, bacteria and viruses concluded
“Neither in nature nor under experimental conditions have any
substantial effects ever been obtained through the systematic

accumulation of micro-mutations.”{13}
Bethel points out, “The scientific evidence for evolution is
not only weaker than is generally supposed, but as new
discoveries have been made . . . , the reasons for accepting
the theory have diminished rather than increased.”{14}
Yet biology departments still spout their unfounded belief in
the “magic wand” ability to produce an unimaginable array of
advanced creatures in what “amounts to the triumph of ideology
over science.” Even some materialists see through this
charade. One geneticist at Harvard wrote, “If scientists are
going to use logically unbeatable theories about the world,
they might as well give up natural science and take up
religion.”{15}
“Darwin might well have been dismayed (at) the meager evidence
for natural selection, assembled over many years. . . . It is
worth bearing in mind how feeble this evidence is any time
someone tells you that Darwinism is a fact.”{16}

The Challenge of Irreducible Complexity
Darwin wrote his theory would “absolutely break down” if an
organ could not be formed by “numerous, successive, slight
modifications.”{17} Have such organs been found? Irreducible
complexity and functional coherence say yes.
Irreducible complexity means that some known functions require
multiple parts that have no purpose without the other parts.
For a Darwinian process to create these functions would
require useless mutations to be indefinitely maintained until
combined with other useless mutations. Michael Behe’s analysis
has shown the 4 billion years of the earth’s existence are not
sufficient for such complex functions to be created by random
mutations.
Even if an improbable series of events occurred allowing one
of these complex forms to arise through a set of random

mutations, it would need to happen thousands, if not millions,
of times to produce our complex life forms.
In Undeniable, Axe introduces “functional coherence,” defined
as “The hierarchical arrangement of parts needed for anything
to produce a high-level function—each part contributing in a
coordinated way to the whole.” Axe examines the role of
functional coherence as a microscopic level and concludes,
“The fact that mastery . . . of protein design is completely
beyond the reach of blind evolution is . . . evolution’s
undoing. . . . The evolutionary story is . . . something much
less plausible than hitting an atomic dot on a universe-size
sphere over and over in succession by blindly dropping
subatomic pins.”{18}
In Zombie Science, Jonathan Wells considers the number of
irreducibly complex subsystems required to evolve fully
aquatic whales. These features include flukes with specialized
muscles, blowholes with elastic tissues and specialized
muscles, internal testicles with a countercurrent heat
exchange system, specialized features for nursing, and many
others. For Darwinism, these changes are insurmountably large.
Whales certainly appear to be the product of design, not
unguided evolution.
He also points to advanced optical systems. The process by
which light detection becomes an intelligent signal to the
brain is irreducibly complex. Two scientists wrote, “the
prototypical eye. . . cannot be explained by selection,
because selection can drive evolution only when the eye can
function at least to a small extent.”{19} These scientists
determined the eye was irreducibly complex and could not be
developed by natural selection.
Richard Lewontin, a committed materialist, does not believe
natural selection can explain complex life forms. He cannot
conceive of any gradual set of useful incremental changes
resulting in a flying being. Unless a small change gives an

advantage, “the change won’t be selected for, and obviously, a
little bit of wing doesn’t do any good.”{20}
So we can agree with Darwin on this issue: his theory
“absolutely breaks down.”
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Has uncovering the role of DNA filled the gaping holes in
Darwinism or created more?
A species’s DNA sequence, we are told, contains all the
information needed to create new members. But Douglas Axe
states, “(We) would be shocked to know the . . . state of
ignorance with respect to DNA. The view that most aspects of
living things can be attributed neatly to specific genes has
been known . . . to be FALSE for a long time.”{21}
The higher-level components making up a species are not
entirely specified by its DNA. As Wells explains, “After DNA
sequences are transcribed into RNAs, many RNAs are modified so
they do not match the original transcript. . . . (changing)
over time according to the needs of the organism.” The claim
that “DNA makes RNA makes protein” is false.”{22}
Creating new complex functions requires multiple changes in
the DNA sequence AND in other elements making the chance of
random mutations creating new species untenable.
The original conflicting “trees of life” were created
examining the morphology, i.e. the structures of species.
These trees suggest different major nodes but almost no
transitional forms. Can DNA analysis help? Research has shown
that groupings based on morphology are not supported by DNA
analysis. As Wells notes, these conflicts “are a major
headache for evolutionary biologists.”{23}
This disconnect from recent gene research is not limited to a

few cases. As reported in 2012, “incongruence between (trees)
derived from morphology . . . , and . . . trees based on
different subsets of molecular sequences has become
pervasive.”{24}
But DNA analysis alone has a great degree of uncertainty. In
one study looking at fifty genes from seventeen animal groups,
multiple conflicting ideas on the evolutionary relationship
between the animal groups were proposed.{25} All had seemingly
absolute support from the DNA evidence, but all could not be
true.
Originally scientists thought DNA was primarily junk sequences
not contributing to the characteristics of a species. This
junk represented functions which were replaced or had no
current usefulness. As Francis Crick, one of the discoverers
of DNA’s structure, said, “The possible existence of such
selfish DNA is exactly what might be expected from the theory
of natural selection.”{26}
But recent research shows at least eighty percent of the human
genome contributes. As Wells reports, “The evidence
demonstrates that most of our DNA is transcribed into RNA and
that many of those RNAs have biological functions. The idea
that most of our DNA is junk, . . . is dead.”{27}
The facts uncovered about the functioning of DNA and other
elements in passing on characteristics to the next generation
appear to make more holes in evolutionary theory.

A Philosophy Props Up Its Poster Child
Recent, scientific insights have weakened Darwin’s theory. Yet
many are unwilling to discuss its weakness. Why this
reluctance? It falls into two camps: 1) a commitment to
materialism and 2) a desire for academic acceptance.
Materialism is a religious viewpoint where everything has a
natural explanation. A spiritual component or events resulting

from an outside force are rejected. Science is not
materialism. Science attempts to identify and quantify the
forces that make the universe. A materialist scientist adds a
religious restriction: only natural forces can be considered.
Bethel states, “Although Darwinism has been promoted as
science, its unstated role has been to prop up the philosophy
of materialism and atheism.”
Wells suggests, “Priority is given to proposing and defending
materialistic explanations rather than following the evidence
wherever it leads. This is materialistic philosophy
masquerading as empirical science, . . . zombie science.”{28}
Atheist Colin Patterson offers an honest view regarding the
theory of evolution as “often unnecessary” in biology.
Nevertheless, it was (taught as) “the unified field theory of
biology,” holding the whole subject together. Once something
has that status it becomes like religion.”{29}
Until they have a better theory, they will stand behind it
rather than consider alternatives. They fear any uncertainty
will lead to questioning other aspects of materialism, such as
that free will and love for others are simply a façade
promoted by natural selection.
Bethel points out, “If our minds are . . . accidental products
of a blind process, what reason do we have for accepting
materialist claims as true?”{30} After all, our minds are
selected to improve our survivability, not to discern what
is true.
Many scientists are not die-hard materialists. They believe
there may be a spiritual aspect of our existence. Yet they
promote the materialistic view. For most, this inconsistent
approach is a reaction to the threat of censure from the
establishment.
Axe claims, “The religious agenda is the enemy that threatens

science. . . . Everything that opposes the institutionalized
agenda is labeled ‘anti-science.’”{31}
The same arguments used against intelligent design apply more
accurately to Darwinism. Bethel states, “(Some) have said that
design can’t be measured and therefore it is a religious
belief. . . . They might also have said the macro-evolution
has not yet been measured, or so much as observed.”{32}
In this review, we have seen
1. No materialistic concept for life’s origin
2. Little evidence f transitional life forms
3. Strong evidence complex functions could not arise through
random changes
4. DNA playing havoc with the basic tenets of Darwinism.
Now we wait for the façade raised by supporters of a flawed
concept to collapse.
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Jerry Coyne’s Illusions
Dr. Ray Bohlin critiques evolutionary biologist Jerry Coyne’s
materialistic claim that our brain is only a meat computer.

Jerry Coyne Says Science Proves We Make
No Real Choices
Let’s see. This morning I chose my black t-shirt,
tan dress slacks, black shoes, and black socks.
After gathering all my things for the trip to the
office, I put on my now-famous Grand Canyon felt
hat and headed out the door, deciding I didn’t
need an umbrella for the short walk in the rain.

Oops! Wait a minute! According to evolutionary
biologist, Jerry Coyne, I made none of those choices. Now I
did do all those things, but my brain determined those
“choices.” After all, my brain is just a meat computer,
destined to obey the laws of physics to combine my genetic
history, past environmental cues, and my latest experiences to
make those decisions. “I,” meaning me as a person apart from
the meat computer, don’t exist! Enter with me into the wacky
world of evolutionary naturalism where all there is, is matter
and energy.
Dr. Jerry Coyne is a Professor at the University of Chicago in
the Department of Ecology and Evolution. In many ways he has
broken political ranks with many of those seeking to improve
education in evolution by actively proclaiming that evolution

entails atheism. He lines up with those like Richard Dawkins,
Sam Harris, and the late Christopher Hitchens. Religion is the
greatest evil on the planet, they decry, and we need to
dispose ourselves of all religious nonsense such as freedom of
choice.
You see, our mental decisions are just chemical reactions in
our brains which just happen. There is no purpose or even a
choice in making our choices!
Now that I probably have you thoroughly confused, let me try
to let Jerry Coyne speak for himself.
In January of last year, Coyne published a commentary in the
online version of USA Today titled, “Why you don’t really have
free will.”{1} He stated, “You may feel like you’ve made
choices, but in reality your decision to read this piece, and
whether to have eggs or pancakes, was determined long before
you were aware of it—perhaps even before you woke up today.
And your ‘will’ had no part in that decision. So it is with
all of our other choices: not one of them results from a free
and conscious decision on our part. There is no freedom of
choice, no free will.”
Despite Coyne’s blatant certainty, he only offers, using his
phrase, two lines of evidence. Notice even Coyne refers to
them as just lines of evidence. There’s no real fact or
certainty.

Coyne’s Ultra-naturalism “Predetermines”
His Conclusions
Let me allow Coyne to speak for himself as he explains his
first line of evidence, a materialistic assumption. He says,
We are biological creatures, collections of molecules that
must obey the laws of physics. All the success of science
rests on the regularity of those laws, which determine the

behavior of every molecule in the universe. Those molecules,
of course, also make up your brain — the organ that does the
“choosing.” And the neurons and molecules in your brain are
the product of both your genes and your environment, an
environment including the other people we deal with.
Memories, for example, are nothing more than structural and
chemical changes in your brain cells. Everything that you
think, say, or do, must come down to molecules and physics.
It may be true that science depends on the regularity of the
laws of physics, but Coyne makes no defense of whether there
is anything else to our minds other than chemistry. He assumes
without saying so that the material brain is all there is to
our mind.
In 2007 neuroscientist Mario Beauregard and journalist Denyse
O’Leary published The Spiritual Brain.{2} Quoting from the
dust jacket, Beauregard and O’Leary demonstrate that
scientific materialism like Coyne’s “is at a loss to explain
irrefutable accounts of mind over matter, of intuition,
willpower, and leaps of faith, of the ‘placebo effect’ in
medicine, of near death experiences on the operating table,
and of psychic premonitions of loved ones in crisis.” For each
of these phenomena, they provide numerous examples where
people’s minds understood, observed, changed, or perceived
physical realities they simply could not know about in a
purely physical sense.
Jerry Coyne’s first line of evidence turns out to be an
unverified materialist assumption that has plenty of physical
evidence that cannot be explained on a materialist basis. So
much for convincing evidence. But to his credit, Coyne
proceeds to scientific evidence he says demonstrates that
brain measurements indicate our “decisions” can be predicted
by observing blood flow to certain areas of the brains seconds
before we actually feel we have “decided.”

Does Our Brain “Decide” Before We’re
Conscious of the Decision?
Coyne’s second line of evidence consists of brain experiments
claiming to predict our decisions by observing blood flow in
decision-making areas of our brain seconds before we are aware
of our decision. Coyne says,
Recent experiments involving brain scans show that when a
subject “decides” to push a button on the left or right side
of a computer, the choice can be predicted by brain activity
at least seven seconds before the subject is consciously
aware of having made it. (These studies use crude imaging
techniques based on blood flow, and I suspect that future
understanding of the brain will allow us to predict many of
our decisions far earlier than seven seconds in advance.)
“Decisions” made like that aren’t conscious ones. And if our
choices are unconscious, with some determined well before the
moment we think we’ve made them, then we don’t have free will
in any meaningful sense.”
This is certainly interesting research. My first reaction is
to note that these are the simplest decisions we can make.
Just choose left or right. No thinking involved, no
consequences. What if the choice were far more substantial,
such as “Should I buy this house based on my set of pros and
cons of the decision?” Or what about those “split-second”
decisions to avoid a collision in a vehicle or whether to stop
or go when the traffic light unexpectedly turns yellow? Each
of those decisions takes far less than seven seconds.
Granted, Coyne’s article is a simple commentary in an online
newspaper, but I expect more solid and convincing evidence
that this. Coyne leaves us with little else than his
materialist assumptions as reviewed previously.

Coyne is Required to Pretend He Has
Choice
I’d like to turn my attention to Coyne’s attempts to spell out
our options, once we are convinced, as he is, that we really
don’t make any choices.
Coyne dismisses various philosophical attempts to rescue some
sort of free will. It’s clear Coyne is scornful of philosophy
in general. Maybe that explains why he is such a bad
philosopher. I say that because he continues by expressing
that it’s impossible to just throw up our hands and despair
that life is not worth living if I don’t really make choices.
Coyne says:
So if we don’t have free will, what can we do? One
possibility is to give in to a despairing nihilism and just
stop doing anything. But that’s impossible, for our feeling
of personal agency is so overwhelming that we have no choice
but to pretend that we do choose, and get on with our lives.
After all, everyone deals with the unpalatable fact of our
mortality, and usually do so by ignoring it rather than
ruminating obsessively about it.
Now that’s a mouthful. First, Coyne rejects despairing
nihilism simply because we are bound by the laws of physics.
That’s my understanding of his rationale that our “feeling” of
personal agency is so overwhelming. But I hope you caught the
absurdity of the following comment. Coyne says, “for our
feeling of personal agency is so overwhelming that we have no
choice but to pretend that we do choose.” Really? We have no
choice (was the pun intended?) but to “pretend” that we do
choose?
I have to say that when your worldview requires you to pretend
that reality is something other than what you perceive, your
worldview clearly can’t be trusted.

This reminds me of a class back in grad school when I asked
about meaning and purpose in life in the evolutionary world
view. They said that as just another animal, our only purpose
is to survive and reproduce. I asked again, “What difference
does it make, though, when I’m dead and in the ground?”
According to evolution, my existence is over. One prof
responded by saying that ultimately it doesn’t really matter.
So I asked, “Then why go on living, why stop at red lights,
who cares?” The same professor responded by saying, “Well, in
the future, those that will be selected for will be those who
know there is no purpose in life, but will live as if there
is.”
So not only do we need to pretend that we choose but we also
need to pretend that our lives have meaning. Doesn’t that make
you want to get up in the morning?!

How Does Knowing Our Brain’s Illusions
Lead to a “Kinder” World?
Towards the end of Coyne’s commentary he tries to discern what
we should do with our understanding that we don’t have any
free will. First, as you might suspect, he disparages
religion, specifically Christianity. He concludes that, since
we have no real choice, none of us can really choose Jesus or
reject him. It’s all predetermined by our genetic and
environmental history. So, “If we have no free choice, then
such religious tenets—and the existence of a disembodied
‘soul’—are undermined, and any post-mortem fates of the
faithful are determined, Calvinistically, by circumstances
over which they have no control.” Well, there you have it,
Reformed theology according to Jerry Coyne.
His second observation is that since we are little more than
marionettes responding to the laws of physics, this should
influence how we deal with criminals. We may decide for the
sake of society that some need to be removed from circulation,

so to speak — sent to prison for our protection. But we
certainly can’t hold them responsible. According to Coyne,
“What is not justified is revenge or retribution—the idea of
punishing criminals for making the ‘wrong choice.’”
Well if all this is really true, then why is Jerry Coyne
trying to convince us of anything? We have no real choice.
Coyne is an atheist because he can’t help it. That would mean
I’m a Christian because I can’t help it. So why is he trying
to convince me I have made a “wrong choice”? Obviously the
internal contradictions abound.
Lastly, Coyne says our knowledge of no free will or real
choices should lead to a kinder world, presumably because
revenge is outdated. “Further, by losing free will we gain
empathy, for we realize that in the end all of us, whether
Bernie Madoffs or Nelson Mandelas, are victims of
circumstance—of the genes we’re bequeathed and the
environments we encounter. With that under our belts, we can
go about building a kinder world.”
Just one word: Huh?
Well, personally I have gained empathy for Jerry Coyne because
his commentary is just a product of circumstance, so I can
just ignore it.
Thanks for reading.
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Are We Significant in This
Vast Universe? – The Evidence
Supports Belief in God
Steve Cable considers the question of why could we possibly be
important in such a vast universe. Current research shows
that there are reasons why God needed such a vast universe to
house life on this planet. Understanding this idea can make
it an apologetic for our faith rather than a fact which
detracts from our faith.
Science is the study of God’s
creation and the more we delve into it the clearer the hand of
God becomes.

Why Is the Universe so Vast? Are We Truly
Insignificant?
What do you feel when you look at the night sky? Awe?
Insignificance? Adoration? Recently, my wife and I took three
Ph.D. students from China for an overnight outing at a lake in
West Texas. One of the things that impressed them most was the
opportunity to view the night sky on a moonless night. Due to
“light pollution,” people in most cities can only make out a
few hundred stars with the naked eye. These young women had
never seen the night sky as King David did when he declared,
“The heavens declare the glory of God!” (Psalm 19:1, NASU).
They were so taken by the stars and the Milky Way that they
spent several hours lying on the dock, looking up at the night
sky.

These students were not Christians, and I was glad
to have an opportunity to use what we know about
the stars to talk to them about the overwhelming
evidence for a Creator who is intensely interested
in humans. However, another host may have used the
same night sky to argue that if there is a God, we must not be
very significant to God. Which view is correct? In this
article, we will look into the Bible and into current
scientific theories to better equip us to answer this
important question.
According to the Bible, the transcendent Creator of this
universe made humans in His own image as the focal point of
His creation. Skeptics of a biblical worldview often point to
the vastness of the universe as evidence that humans cannot be
the focal point of a theistic creation. The famous astronomer,
author, and television personality Carl Sagan put it this way:
Our posturings, our imagined self-importance, the delusion
that we have some privileged position in the Universe, are
challenged by this point of pale light. Our planet is a
lonely speck in the great enveloping cosmic dark. In our
obscurity, in all this vastness, there is no hint that help
will come from elsewhere to save us from ourselves.{1}
Famous physicist Stephen Hawking wrote, “Our Solar System is
certainly a prerequisite for our existence . . . . but there
does not seem to be a need for all these other galaxies.”{2}
In other words, why would God create this huge universe, if He
was primarily interested in His relationship with one species
occupying a tiny planet?
I think this is a reasonable question. After all, based on
observations from the Hubble Telescope, the current best
estimate for the number of stars in the observable universe is
5 times 10 to the 22nd power; that is a 5 with 22 zeros after

it. How many stars is that? Well, if you were to count one
star every second, it would take you only fifteen hundred
trillion years to count them. These stars are spread over
billions of light years. Amazingly, all of these stars account
for only about 1% of the total mass of the universe. Why did
God create such a vast universe, placing us on a single small
planet with no reasonable hope of ever traveling beyond our
solar system? Does the size of our universe run counter to a
biblical worldview?

A Biblical Perspective of Humankind and
the Vast Heavens
If God is the Creator of the universe, and the Bible is
revelation directly from God, then accurate observation of the
universe will ultimately prove to be consistent with His
revelation. By combining the general revelation of science
with the special revelation of the Bible, we should be
rewarded with a greater understanding of the nature of our
Creator and His intentions for mankind. Let’s see if this is
true in addressing the vastness of the universe.
First let’s consider what God’s special revelation for us, the
Bible, has to say about the vastness of the universe. The
Bible often refers to God’s creative work in “stretching out
the heavens” and filling it with stars (e.g. Job 9:8, Zech
12:1). A review of Bible passages on the stars and the heavens
reveals a number of reasons why a vast universe is consistent
with humans being the most significant part of creation.
We need to realize that creating a vast universe is not harder
for God than creating a smaller universe. God brought the
universe into existence out of nothing. He had no limits on
the amount of matter and energy created. Consequently, it is
meaningless to say that it would be a tremendous waste for God
to create so many lifeless galaxies. The concept of waste only
applies when there is a limited supply. When there is an

unlimited supply, you can use all you desire; there is plenty
more where that came from.
Within this vast universe, God placed earth in potentially the
only place in the universe capable of supporting advanced
life. There are many aspects of the universe that are hidden
from the casual observer, but the vastness of the heavens is
not one of them. God created the earth and positioned it in an
ideal place so that humans could observe the vastness of the
heavens and the enormous number of stars. The Bible points out
at least five purposes for humans observing this vast
universe:
1. To reveal His majesty and power. Job refers to this
understanding as he reflected on his sufferings stating,
Who commands the sun not to shine,
And sets a seal upon the stars;
Who alone stretches out the heavens
And tramples down the waves of the sea;
Who makes the Bear, Orion and the Pleiades,
And the chambers of the south;
Who does great things, unfathomable,
And wondrous works without number.
Were He to pass by me, I would not see Him;
Were He to move past me, I would not perceive Him.
Were He to snatch away, who could restrain Him?
Who could say to Him, “What are You doing?” (Job 9:7-12).
Later, God confronts Job with His lack of understanding the
full power and majesty of His Creator:
Where were you when I laid the foundation of the earth?
Tell Me, if you have understanding, . . . .
Can you bind the chains of the Pleiades,
Or loose the cords of Orion?
Can you lead forth a constellation in its season,
And guide the Bear with her satellites?

Do you know the ordinances of the heavens,
Or fix their rule over the earth? (Job 38:4, 31-33).
As we see in this passage, God intentionally did creative,
wondrous works without number so that we could glimpse His
greatness.
2. To emphasize our insignificance without God. The vastness
of the heavens highlights how insignificant humans are apart
from God’s concern for us. The primary lesson that Job learned
through his experience was that we are in no position to
critique God’s actions over His creation. God’s creation is so
vast that any significance we have comes solely from God’s
choice to be concerned with us. Job stated it this way:
“Behold, I am insignificant; what can I reply to You?” (Job
40:4)
King David was the most significant person in Israel during
his reign, but when he considered the vastness of God’s
creation he acknowledged our insignificance:
When I consider Your heavens, the work of Your fingers,
The moon and the stars, which You have ordained;
What is man that You take thought of him,
And the son of man that You care for him (Ps 8:3-4)?
3. As a measure of His loving kindness toward us.
vastness of the heavens to help us understand the
His love for us, stating, “For as high as the
above the earth, So great is His loving kindness
who fear Him” (Ps 103:11).

God uses the
magnitude of
heavens are
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God’s love for us is greater than the billions of light years
which separate us from the most distant galaxies.
4. As a picture of His faithfulness and forgiveness. In a
similar way, God uses our inability to completely grasp the

breadth and depth of the universe to emphasize spiritual
truths. Through Jeremiah, God promised a new covenant where He
will remember our sins no more. God used the vastness of the
heavens to convey His promise to never cast those in the new
covenant away from Him with these words,
Thus says the LORD, “If the heavens above can be measured
And the foundations of the earth searched out below,
Then I will also cast off all the offspring of Israel
For all that they have done,” declares the LORD (Jer 31:37).
Even today astronomers recognize that the universe we can
observe is much smaller than the state of the universe as it
exists today. Due to the finite speed of light, it is
impossible to directly observe the current size of the
universe or count the exact number of stars. Just as the
heavens can never be measured, God will never cast us off from
His presence.
5. As a reminder that our understanding is limited. Our
Creator understands the universe from one end to the other and
from the beginning of time to its end. As humans, we are just
beginning to probe its mysteries. So, God reminds us, “For as
the heavens are higher than the earth, So are My ways higher
than your ways And My thoughts than your thoughts” (Isa 55:9).
It is clear that God intended us to observe and study the
stars and the heavens. As a part of God’s general revelation,
the magnitude of the universe speaks to His greatness. Through
God’s special revelation, we see God using the vastness of His
creation to teach us lessons about who we are and how we
relate to Him. For a Creator who was willing to sacrifice His
only Son on the cross for our redemption, it would be child’s
play to create a vast universe solely for our instruction.
With this understanding, the vastness of the universe becomes
a testament to our importance to God rather than evidence of
our insignificance.

A Scientific Perspective of Humankind and
the Vast Universe
If God is the Creator of the universe and the author of the
Bible, accurate observation of the universe will ultimately
prove to be consistent with His revelation. By combining the
general revelation of science with the special revelation of
the Bible, we should be rewarded with a greater understanding
of the nature of our Creator and His intentions for mankind.
In his recent book Why the Universe is the Way It Is{3}, Hugh
Ross points out a number of areas where combining the latest
observations of astronomy and physics with biblical theology
provides us with fuller answers for some of the tough
questions of life. One area he focuses on is the question we
have been examining: “Does the vastness of this universe mean
that we are insignificant and/or accidental?”
If we assume, as most skeptics and seekers would, that the
physical laws of this universe have remained constant from the
beginning of the universe until now, then the current state of
scientific knowledge points to three reasons why the universe
must occupy the mass and volume that it does in order for
advanced carbon based life to exist on this planet.
1. The exact mass of the universe was necessary for life
supporting elements to exist. Life requires heavier elements
such as oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen. These elements are
produced in the nuclear furnaces of stars. If there were less
mass in the universe, only lighter elements such as helium
would be produced. If there were more mass, only heavier
elements, such as iron, would be produced. In fact, the amount
of mass and dark energy in the universe must be fine tuned to
less than one part in 10 to the 60th power, or one part in one
trillion trillion trillion trillion trillion, to have a
universe that can create a life supporting solar system and
planet.

2. The exact mass of the universe was required to regulate the
expansion of the universe to allow the formation of the sun
and the solar system. Amazingly, it turns out that the same
total mass that results in the right mix of life supporting
elements also results in the right amount of gravity to dampen
the expansion of matter across the surface of the space-time
continuum to allow the formation of stars like the sun which
are capable of supporting a planet like earth. If the universe
were expanding faster, stars and solar systems would not form.
If the universe were expanding slower, giant stars and black
holes would dominate the universe. Once again the total matter
in the universe is fine tuned to support life. And what an
amazing coincidence: the number that creates the right mix of
elements also creates the right expansion rate. This dual fine
tuning is much less likely than achieving the financial
returns guaranteed by Bernie Madoff!
3. The vast volume of the universe is required to give the
earth just the right amount of light and other electromagnetic
radiation to support life and not destroy it. Life not only
requires a planet with the right mix of elements orbiting the
right kind of sun in just the right solar system; it also
requires a “just right” galactic environment. Astronomers has
discovered what they call “the galactic habitable zone” for
our Milky Way galaxy at a distance of about 26,000 light years
from the center of the galaxy. Any planet closer to the center
will experience deadly radiation levels. Any planet further
away from the center would lack the mix of heavy elements
necessary for advanced life. But the vast majority of this
habitable zone is inside one of the uninhabitable spiral arms
of the galaxy. Since stars revolve around the galactic center
at a rate different than the spiral arm structure based on
their distance from the center of the galaxy, most solar
systems pass through deadly spiral arms over the course of
time. Our solar system occupies a very special place as Hugh
Ross points out: “The solar system holds a special position in
the Milky Way . . . the one distance from the core where stars

orbit the galaxy at the same rate as its spiral arm structure
does.”{4}
Once again we are faced with a divine “coincidence”: the same
fine-tuned distance required to safely place a habitable
planet is also the exact distance required to keep that planet
out of the deadly spiral arms.
Not only must the earth be located far from the center of the
Milky Way, the Milky Way must be located far enough away from
other galaxies to maintain the stability of its spiral
structure. Many aspects of the Milky Way appear to be very
rare or unique in the universe.
As you can see, a logical application of current scientific
orthodoxy based on the Big Bang and constant natural laws
overwhelmingly supports the view that the vastness of the
universe does not imply that human life is unremarkable and
insignificant. On the contrary, the most reasonable conclusion
from the evidence is that life on this planet is the primary
purpose behind the vastness of our universe. Both the Bible
and the results of scientific observation agree: our vast
universe is the work of a Creator who considers life on earth
as very significant.
Consequently, we don’t have to convince a seeker that the
world is much younger than it appears in order to answer the
question, “Are we significant to our Creator?” We can say,
“Whether you look to the teaching of the Bible or you look at
the current prevailing models from the scientific community,
the answer is definitely yes!” The important question is, “Is
it possible to know more about my Creator and have a
relationship with Him?” Beginning with the death and
resurrection of Jesus, we can explain how to have an eternal
relationship with God and why we believe the Bible is the
reliable source of information about our Creator and our
universe.

• Check out our article “The Answer is the Resurrection” at
Probe.org for more information on using the resurrection to
respond to key questions from seekers.
• For more information on topics related to the origins of our
universe and other science topics, check out our Faith and
Science section.
• For further discussion on the age of the universe see
“Christian Views of Science and Earth History” in our Faith
and Science section.
• For further discussion of how the age of the universe debate
relates to this discussion see Appendix A: Theology vs.
Science or Theology plus Science? and Appendix B: Apologetics
and the Age of the Universe.
Notes
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Is Theistic Evolution
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Thinking Christians?
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Steve Cable examines Francis Collins’s arguments for theistic
evolution from his book The Language of God and finds them

lacking.

Francis Collins and Theistic Evolution
Dr. Francis Collins, recipient of the Presidential Medal of
Freedom for cataloging the complete human DNA sequence, put
forth his views on science and Christianity in his 2006 book,
The Language of God{1}. Could his theistic evolution view
resolve the apparent conflict between modern science and the
Bible? In this article, we will examine this belief and his
arguments for it.

Collins grew up agnostic but became an atheist in
his student years. At twenty six, he took on the task of
proving Christianity false. Like many before him{2}, this
hopeless task resulted in accepting Christianity as true:
Jesus as God in the flesh bringing us eternal life. In his
role as a medical researcher into the genetics of man, he
found himself dealing in a world where many questioned the
validity of Christian thought as anti-science.
These conflicting forces led him to develop views reconciling
the current positions of science and the truths of the Bible.
As Collins states, “If the existence of God is true (not just
tradition, but actually true), and if certain scientific
conclusions about the natural world are also (objectively)
true . . ., then they cannot contradict each other. A fully
harmonious synthesis must be possible.”{3} Certainly, this
statement is one we all should agree on if we can agree on
which scientific conclusions are objectively true.
His resulting beliefs rest on the following premises{4}:
1. God formed the universe out of nothingness 14 billion
years ago.

2. Its properties appear to have been precisely tuned for
life.
3. The precise mechanism of the origin of life remains
unknown,
4. Once evolution got under way, no special supernatural
intervention was required.
5. Humans are part of this process, sharing a common ancestor
with the great apes.
6. But humans are unique in ways that defy evolutionary
explanation, pointing to our spiritual nature.
Rather than interceding as an active creative force, God built
into the Big Bang the properties suitable for receiving the
image of God at the appropriate time. Purely random mutations
and natural selection brought about this desired result. Being
outside of time, God would know that this uninvolved approach
would result in beings suitable to receive the breath of God.

The Argument for Theistic Evolution
Is Francis Collins’ theistic evolution the way to reconcile
theology and science?
Collins argues the Big Bang and the fine-tuning of this
universe are clearly the work of God. After that, no
intelligent intervention occurred, even though scientists have
no idea how life began.{5} At some point, God
intervened—first, by giving humans moral and abstract
thinking, and second, by sending Jesus Christ to perform
miracles, be crucified and resurrected, and bring us eternal
life.
In Collins’s view, God is allowed to perform miracles to
redeem mankind, but not in creating physical humans. The

alternative theories make the scientific process messy and
unpredictable. This position allows him to side with the
naturalist scientists who hold sway today. However, it does
not prevent naturalists from laughing at your silly faith.
He also appears to believe we are looking forward to new
glorified bodies living in a new earth with Jesus. Apparently,
at that time, God will disavow His penchant for not making
changes in nature.
Collins wrote{6} that our DNA leads him to believe in common
ancestry with chimpanzees and ultimately with all life. His
conclusion is partially based on the large amount of “junk
dna” similar across humans and other animals. If similar
segments of DNA have no function, these must be elements
indicating a common ancestry.
Subsequent research undermines this belief. “DNA previously
dismissed as “junk” are . . . crucial to the way our genome
works,. . . . For years,. . . more than 98% of the genetic
sequence . . . was written off as ‘junk’ DNA.”{7} Based on
current research,{8} almost every nucleotide is associated
with a function. Over 80% of the genome has been shown to have
a biochemical function and “the rest . . . of the genome is
likely to have a function as well.”{9} Collins agrees that his
earlier position was incorrect.{10}
In this case, the argument of reuse by an intelligent designer
now makes more sense.
On theistic evolution, Collins could be right and it would not
tarnish the absolute truth of the Bible. However, in all
likelihood, Collins is wrong. From both Scripture and current
observations, it appears much more likely God actively
interceded in creation.

Irreducible Complexity
One area of Intelligent Design Francis Collins attacks is the
concept of irreducible complexity.
ID researchers define it as: “[A] system of several wellmatched, interacting parts that contribute to the basic
function, wherein the removal of any one of them causes the
system to cease functioning. [It] cannot be produced directly
by slight, successive modifications of a precursor system,
because any precursor . . . that is missing a part is by
definition nonfunctional.”{11} A mindless evolutionary process
cannot create a number of new, unique parts that must function
together before creating any value.
However, Collins believes nothing is too hard for evolution
given enough time. He states, “Examples . . . of irreducible
complexity are clearly showing signs of how they could have
been assembled by evolution in a gradual step-by-step process.
. . Darwinism predicts that plausible intermediate steps must
have existed, . . . ID. . . sets forth a straw man scenario
that no serious student of biology would accept.”{12}
One of Collins’s examples, the bacterial flagellum, is “a
marvelous swimming device”{13} which includes a propeller
surface and a motor to rotate it. ID researchers identify it
as an irreducibly complex. Collins suggests this conclusion
has been “fundamentally undercut,” stating that one protein
sequence used in the flagellum is also used in a different
apparatus in other bacteria. “Granted, [it] is just one piece
of the flagellum’s puzzle, and we are far from filling in the
whole picture (if we ever can). But each such new puzzle piece
provides a natural explanation for a step that ID had
relegated to supernatural forces, . . .”{14}
Today, seven years later, ID researchers are not backing off.
A recent article concludes, “The claim . . . to have refuted .
. . the bacterial flagellum is unfounded. Although there are

sub-components . . . that are dispensable . . ., there are
numerous subsystems within the flagellum that require multiple
coordinated mutations. [It] is not the kind of structure that
one can . . . envision being produced in Darwinian step-wise
fashion.”{15}
Evolutionists have been trying for over 15 years to attack
irreducible complexity. Rather than discrediting the theory,
their efforts have shown how difficult it is to do so.
Collins’s claims put him in the company of those relying on
the ignorance of their audience to cow them with logically
flawed arguments.

God of the Gaps and Ad Hominem Attacks
Francis Collins states, “ID is a ‘God of the gaps’ theory,
inserting . . . the need for supernatural intervention in
places its proponents claim science cannot explain.”{16}
This statement mischaracterizes Intelligent Design. “ID is not
based on an argument from ignorance.”{17} It looks for
conditions indicating intelligence was required to produce an
observed result. The event must be exceedingly improbable due
to random events and it must conform to a meaningful pattern.
“Does a forensic scientist commit an ‘arson-of-the-gaps’
fallacy in inferring that a fire was started deliberately. .
.? To assume that every phenomenon that we cannot explain must
have a materialistic explanation is to commit a converse
‘materialism-of-the-gaps’ fallacy.”{18}
ID researchers identify signs that are consistent with
intelligent design and examine real world events for those
same signs. In addition, a number of non-ID scientists having
reached the conclusion that Darwinism is not sufficient, are
looking at other mechanisms to explain certain features of
life.
Another aspect of Collins’s defense of theistic evolution is

using overstated and unsubstantiated attacks to discredit
other views.
Of the young earth creationists, he states, “If these claims
were actually true, it would lead to a complete and
irreversible collapse of the sciences of physics, chemistry,
cosmology, geology, and biology.”{19} This is a gross
overstatement. In truth, belief in a young earth creation does
not prevent one from making predictions based on microevolutionary effects or investigating the physical laws of the
universe from a microscopic to an intergalactic level.
Collins also states, “No serious biologist today doubts the
theory of evolution.”{20} And, “ID’s central premise . . .
sets forth a straw man scenario that no serious student of
biology would accept.”{21} So, those differing with Collins
are not even serious students of biology. Collins ignores the
over 800 Ph.D.s who signed a document questioning the ability
of Darwinian theory to explain life.{22}
In discrediting ID, he misrepresents the premise of this
field, saying ID is designed to resist an atheistic worldview.
As one researcher, William Dembski, explains, “Intelligent
Design attempts only to explain the arrangement of materials
within an already given world. Design theorists argue that
certain arrangements of matter, especially in biological
systems, clearly signal a designing influence.”{23}
Collins would rather pursue an answer that was wrong and
exclude the actions of an intelligent designer, than consider
the possibility of intelligent design.

Perverting the Views of C. S. Lewis
Did C. S. Lewis support theistic evolution? Francis Collins
quotes Lewis{24}, postulating God could have added His image
to evolved creatures who then chose to fall into sin. Although
consistent with theistic evolution, Lewis’ thoughts are more

consistent with ID tenets.
Lewis begins, “For long centuries, God perfected the animal
form which was to become the vehicle of humanity and the image
of Himself. He gave it hands whose thumb could be applied to
each of the fingers, . . .”{25} So, God was actively involved
in bringing about the human form; God intervened to produce
the desired outcome. This view contrasts with Collins’s view
that God took whatever evolution produced and breathed into it
His image.
BioLogos extends the thought, stating “(Lewis) is clearly a
Christian Theistic Evolutionist, or an Evolutionary Christian
Theist.”{26} They point out passages from Lewis showing the
evolutionary theory of physical change was not contradictory
to the gospel. They suggest Lewis would accept today’s
theories as truth and reject ID.
John West’s research {27} finds Lewis was not saying
evolutionary theory was definitely true, but rather that it
did not refute Christian belief. Lewis wrote, “belief that Men
in general have immortal & rational souls does not oblige or
qualify me to hold a theory of their pre-human organic
history—if they have one.”{28} In Miracles he wrote, “the
preliminary processes within Nature which led up to” the human
mind “if there were any“—”were designed to do so.”{29} In both
these quotes, Lewis caveats evolutionary theory by adding a
big “if.”
Lewis did not embrace a simple-minded view of natural science
as fundamentally more authoritative or less prone to error
than other fields of human endeavor. Lewis argued that
scientific theories are “supposals” and should not be confused
with “facts.” . . . We must always recognize that such
explanations can be wrong.{30}
Clearly, Lewis did not feel that a young earth view a
necessity. But, he was adamantly against the thought that

science trumped theology. Although, one cannot know with
certainty, it appears that Lewis would resonate with the
methodology and claims of Intelligent Design theorists.
I appreciate Collins’ faith journey. However, I wish he would
say “We really don’t know the details of man’s creation, but
we know God was intimately involved.”
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The Impotence of Darwinism: A
Christian Scientist Looks at
the Evidence
Dr. Ray Bohlin looks at some of the tenets of Darwinism and
finds them lacking support in the real world. Speaking from a
biblical worldview perspective, he finds the gaps and
inconsistencies in current Darwinian thinking should demand
that different theories be examined and evaluated.

Darwinism, Design, and Illusions
Darwinian evolution has been described as a universal acid
that eats through everything it touches.{1} What Daniel
Dennett meant was that evolution as an idea, what he called
“Darwin’s dangerous idea,” is an all-encompassing worldview.
Darwinism forms the basis of the way many people think and
act. It touches everything.

What Darwin proposed in 1859 was simply that all
organisms are related by common descent. This process of
descent or evolution was carried out by natural selection
acting on variation found in populations. There was no
guidance, no purpose, and no design in nature. The modern NeoDarwinian variety of evolution identifies the source of
variation as genetic mutation, changes in the DNA structure of
organisms. Therefore, evolution is described as the common
descent of all organisms by mutation and natural selection,
and is assumed to be able to explain everything we see in the
biological realm.
This explanatory power is what Dennett refers to as “Darwin’s

dangerous idea.” Darwinism assumes there is no plan or purpose
to life. Therefore, everything we see in the life history of
an organism, including human beings, derives in some way from
evolution, meaning mutation and natural selection. This
includes our ways of thinking and the ways we behave. Even
religion is said to have arisen as a survival mechanism to
promote group unity that aids individual survival and
reproduction.
Since evolution has become the cornerstone of the dominant
worldview of our timescientific naturalismthose who hold to
it would be expected to take notice when somebody says it’s
wrong! A growing number of scientists and philosophers are
saying with greater confidence that Darwinism, as a mode of
explaining all of life, is failing and failing badly. Much of
the criticism can be found in the cornerstone of evolution,
mutation and natural selection and the evidence for its
pervasiveness in natural history. One of the biggest stumbling
blocks is evolution’s repudiation of any form of design or
purpose in nature. Even the staunch Darwinist and evolutionary
naturalist, Britain’s Richard Dawkins, admits, “Biology is the
study of complicated things that give the appearance of having
been designed for a purpose.”{2}
No one denies that biological structures and organisms look
designed; the argument is over what has caused this design. Is
it due to a natural process that gives the appearance of
design as Dawkins believes? Or is it actually designed with
true purpose woven into the true fabric of life? Darwinian
evolution claims to have the explanatory power and the
evidence to fully explain life’s apparent design. Let’s
explore the evidence.

The Misuse of Artificial Selection
It is assumed by most that evolution makes possible almost
unlimited biological change. However, a few simple

observations will tell us that there are indeed limits to
change. Certainly the ubiquitous presence of convergence
suggests that biological change is not limitless since certain
solutions are arrived at again and again. There appear to be
only so many ways that organisms can propel themselves:
through water, over land or through the air. The wings of
insects, birds and bats, though not ancestrally related, all
show certain design similarities. At the very least, various
physical parameters constrain biological change and
adaptation. So there are certainly physical constraints, but
what about biological constraints?
Darwin relied heavily on his analogy to artificial selection
as evidence of natural selection. Darwin became a skilled
breeder of pigeons, and he clearly recognized that just about
any identifiable trait could be accentuated or diminished,
whether the color scheme of feathers, length of the tail, or
size of the bird itself. Darwin reasoned that natural
selection could accomplish the same thing. It would just need
more time.
But artificial selection has proven just the opposite. For
essentially every trait, although it is usually harboring some
variability, there has always been a limit. Whether the
organisms or selected traits are roses, dogs, pigeons, horses,
cattle, protein content in corn, or the sugar content in
beets, selection is certainly possible. But all selected
qualities eventually fizzle out. Chickens don’t produce
cylindrical eggs. We can’t produce a plum the size of a pea or
a grapefruit. There are limits to how far we can go. Some
people grow as tall as seven feet, and some grow no taller
than three; but none are over twelve feet or under two. There
are limits to change.
But perhaps the most telling argument against the usefulness
of artificial selection as a model for natural selection is
the actual process of selection. Although Darwin called it
artificial selection, a better term would have been

intentional selection. The phrase “artificial selection” makes
it sound simple and undirected. Yet every breeder, whether of
plants or animals is always looking for something in
particular. The selection process is always designed to a
particular end.
If you want a dog that hunts better, you breed your best
hunters hoping to accentuate the trait. If you desire roses of
a particular color, you choose roses of similar color hoping
to arrive at the desired shade. In other words, you plan and
manipulate the process. Natural selection can do no such
thing. Natural selection can only rely on what variation comes
along. Trying to compare a directed to an undirected process
offers no clues at all.
Most evolutionists I share this with usually object that we do
have good examples of natural selection to document its
reality. Let’s look at a few well-known examples.

The Real Power of Natural Selection
It should have been instructive when we had to wait for the
1950s, almost 100 years after the publication of Origin of
Species, for a documentable case of natural selection, the
famous Peppered Moth (Biston betularia). The story begins with
the observation that, before the industrial revolution, moth
collections of Great Britain contained the peppered variety, a
light colored but speckled moth. With the rise of industrial
pollution, a dark form or melanic variety became more
prevalent. As environmental controls were enacted, pollution
levels decreased and the peppered variety made a strong
comeback.
It seemed that as pollution increased, the lichens on trees
died off and the bark became blackened. The previously
camouflaged peppered variety was now conspicuous and the
previously conspicuous melanic form was now camouflaged. Birds

could more readily see the conspicuous variety and the two
forms changed frequency depending on their surrounding
conditions. This was natural selection at work.
There were always a few problems with this standard story.
What did it really show? First, the melanic form was always in
the population, just at very low frequencies. So we start with
two varieties of the peppered moth and we still have two
forms. The frequencies change but nothing new has been added
to the population. Second, we really don’t know the genetics
of industrial melanism in these moths. We don’t have a
detailed explanation of how the two forms are generated. And
third, in some populations, the frequencies of the two moths
changed whether there was a corresponding change in the tree
bark or not. The only consistent factor is pollution.{3} The
most well-known example of evolution in action reduces to a
mere footnote. Regarding this change in the Peppered Moth
story, evolutionary biologist Jerry Coyne lamented that “From
time to time evolutionists re-examine a classic experimental
study and find, to their horror, that it is flawed or
downright wrong.”{4}
Even Darwin’s Finches from the Galapagos Islands off the coast
of Ecuador tell us little of large scale evolution. The
thirteen species of finches on the Galapagos show subtle
variation in the size and shape of their beaks based on the
primary food source of the particular species of finch.
Jonathan Wiener’s Beak of the Finch{5} nicely summarizes the
decades of work by ornithologists Peter and Rosemary Grant.
While the finches do show change over time in response to
environmental factors (hence, natural selection), the change
is reversible! The ground finches (six species) do interbreed
in the wild, and the size and shape of their beaks will vary
slightly depending if the year is wet or dry (varying the size
seeds produced) and revert back when the conditions reverse.
There is no directional change. It is even possible that the
thirteen species are more like six to seven species since

hybrids form so readily, especially among the ground finches,
and survive quite well. Once again, where is the real
evolution?
There are many other documented examples of natural selection
operating in the wild. But they all show that, while limited
change is possible, there are limits to change. No one as far
as I know questions the reality of natural selection. The real
issue is that examples such as the Peppered Moth and Darwin’s
Finches tell us nothing about evolution.

Mutations Do Not Produce Real Change
While most evolutionists will acknowledge that there are
limits to change, they insist that natural selection is not
sufficient without a continual source of variation. In the
Neo-Darwinian Synthesis, mutations of all sorts fill that
role. These mutations fall into two main categories: mutations
to structural genes and mutations to developmental genes. I
will define structural genes as those which code for a protein
which performs a maintenance, metabolic, support, or
specialized function in the cell. Developmental genes
influence specific tasks in embryological development, and
therefore can change the morphology or actual appearance of an
organism.
Most evolutionary studies have focused on mutations in
structural genes. But in order for large scale changes to
happen, mutations in developmental genes must be explored.
Says Scott Gilbert:
“To study large changes in evolution, biologists needed to
look for changes in the regulatory genes that make the
embryo, not just in the structural genes that provide fitness
within populations.”{6}
We’ll come back to these developmental mutations a little

later.
Most examples we have of mutations generating supposed
evolutionary change involve structural genes. The most common
example of these kinds of mutations producing significant
evolutionary change involves microbial antibiotic resistance.
Since the introduction of penicillin during World War II, the
use of antibiotics has mushroomed. Much to everyone’s
surprise, bacteria have the uncanny ability to become
resistant to these antibiotics. This has been trumpeted far
and wide as real evidence that nature’s struggle for existence
results in genetic changeevolution.
But microbial antibiotic resistance comes in many forms that
aren’t so dramatic. Sometimes the genetic mutation simply
allows the antibiotic to be pumped out of the cell faster than
normal or taken into the cell more slowly. Other times the
antibiotic is deactivated inside the cell by a closely related
enzyme already present. In other cases, the molecule inside
the cell that is the target of the antibiotic is ever so
slightly modified so the antibiotic no longer affects it. All
of these mechanisms occur naturally and the mutations simply
intensify an ability the cell already has. No new genetic
information is added.{7}
In addition, genetically programmed antibiotic resistance is
passed from one bacteria to another by special DNA molecules
called plasmids. These are circular pieces of DNA that have
only a few genes. Bacteria readily exchange plasmids as a
matter of course, even across species lines. Therefore, rarely
is a new mutation required when bacteria “become” resistant.
They probably received the genes from another bacterium.
Most bacteria also suffer a metabolic cost to achieve
antibiotic resistance. That is, they grow more slowly than
wild-type bacteria, even when the antibiotic is not present.
And we have never observed a bacterium changing from a singlecelled organism to a multicellular form by mutation. You just

get a slightly different bacterium of the same species. The
great French evolutionist Pierre Paul-Grassé, when speaking
about the mutations of bacteria said,
“What is the use of their unceasing mutations if they do not
change? In sum the mutations of bacteria and viruses are
merely hereditary fluctuations around a median position; a
swing to the right, a swing to the left, but no final
evolutionary effect.”{8}
What I have been describing so far is what is often referred
to as microevolution. Evolutionists have basically assumed
that the well-documented processes of microevolution
eventually produce macroevolutionary changes given enough
time. But this has been coming under greater scrutiny lately,
even by evolutionists. There appears to be a real
discontinuity between microevolution and the kind of change
necessary to turn an amoeba-like organism into a fish, even
over hundreds of millions of years.
Below is just a quick sampling of comments and musings from
the current literature.
“One of the oldest problems in evolutionary biology remains
largely unsolved. . . . historically, the neo-Darwinian
synthesizers stressed the predominance of micromutations in
evolution, whereas others noted the similarities between some
dramatic mutations and evolutionary transitions to argue for
macromutationism.”{9}
“A long-standing issue in evolutionary biology is whether the
processes observable in extant populations and species
(microevolution) are sufficient to account for the largerscale changes evident over longer periods of life’s history
(macroevolution).”{10}
“A persistent debate in evolutionary biology is one over the

continuity of microevolution and macroevolution  whether
macroevolutionary trends are governed by the principles of
microevolution.”{11}
While each of the above authors does not question evolution
directly, they are questioning whether what we have been
studying all these years, microevolution, has anything to do
with the more important question of what leads to
macroevolution. And if microevolution is not the process, then
what is?

Natural Selection Does Not Produce New
Body Plans
The fundamental question which needs addressing is, How have
we come to have sponges, starfish, cockroaches, butterflies,
eels, frogs, woodpeckers, and humans from single cell
beginnings with no design, purpose or plan? All the above
listed organisms have very different body plans. A body plan
simply describes how an organism is put together. So can we
discover just how all these different body plans can arise by
mutation and natural selection? This is a far bigger and more
difficult problem than antibiotic resistance, a mere
biochemical change. Now we have to consider just how
morphological change comes about.
The problem of macroevolution requires developmental
mutations. Simply changing a protein here and there won’t do
it. We somehow have to change how the organism is built.
Structural genes tend to have little effect on the development
of a body plan. But the genes that control development and
ultimately influence the body plan tend to find their
expression quite early in development. But this is a problem
because the developing embryo is quite sensitive to early
developmental mutations. Wallace Arthur wrote:

“Those genes that control key early developmental processes
are involved in the establishment of the basic body plan.
Mutations in these genes will usually be extremely
disadvantageous, and it is conceivable that they are always
so.”{12}
But these are the mutations needed for altering body plans.
However, evolutionists for decades have been studying the
wrong mutations. Those dealing with structural genes,
microevolution, only deal with how organisms survive as they
are, it doesn’t tell us how they got to be the way they are.
Optiz and Raft note that
“The Modern Synthesis is a remarkable achievement. However,
starting in the 1970’s, many biologists began questioning its
adequacy in explaining evolution. . . . Microevolution looks
at adaptations that concern only the survival of the fittest,
not the arrival of the fittest.”{13}
Wallace Arthur:
“In a developmentally explicit approach it is clear that many
late changes can not accumulate to give an early one. Thus if
taxonomically distant organisms differ right back to their
early embryogenesis, as is often the case, the mutations
involved in their evolutionary divergence did not involve the
same genes as those involved in the typical speciation
event.”{14}
To sum up the current dilemma, significant morphological
change requires early developmental mutations. But these
mutations are nearly universally disadvantageous. And
microevolution, despite its presence in textbooks as proof of
evolution, actually tells us precious little about the
evolutionary process. If these developmental mutations that
can offer an actual benefit are so rare, then macroevolution

would be expected to be a slow and difficult, yet bumpy
process. Indeed, Darwin expected that “As natural selection
acts solely by accumulating slight, successive, favorable
variations, it can produce no great or sudden modifications;
it can only act in short and slow steps.”
The origin of body plans is wrapped up in the evidence of
paleontology, the fossils and developmental biology. What does
the fossil record have to say about the origin of basic body
plans? When we look for fossils indicating Darwin’s expected
slow gradual process we are greatly disappointed. The Cambrian
Explosion continues to mystify and intrigue. The Cambrian
Explosion occurred around 543 million years ago according to
paleontologists. In the space of just a few million years,
nearly all the animal phyla make their first appearance.
“The term explosion’ should not be taken too literally, but
in terms of evolution it is still very dramatic. What it
means is rapid diversification of animal life. Rapid’ in
this case means a few million years, rather than the tens or
even hundreds of millions of years that are more typical . .
.{15}
Prior to the Cambrian, (550-485 million years ago), during the
Vendian (620-550 million years ago) we find fossil evidence
for simple sponges, perhaps some cnidarians and the enigmatic
Ediacaran assemblage. For the most part we find only single
cell organisms such as bacteria, cyanobacteria, algae, and
protozoan. Suddenly, in the Cambrian explosion (545-535
million years ago) we find sponges, cnidarians,
platyhelminthes, ctenophores, mollusks, annelids, chordates
(even a primitive fish), and echinoderms.
While many animal phyla are not present in the Cambrian, they
are mostly phyla of few members and unlikely to be fossilized
in these conditions. James Valentine goes further in saying
that “The diversity of body plans indicated by combining all

of these Early Cambrian remains is very great. Judging from
the phylogenetic tree of life, all living phyla (animal) were
probably present by the close of the explosion interval.”{16}
Later Valentine assures us that the fossil record of the
explosion period is as good as or better than an average
section of the geologic column.{17} So we just can’t resort to
the notion that the fossil record is just too incomplete.
In the Cambrian Explosion we have the first appearance of most
animal body plans. This sudden appearance is without evidence
of ancestry in the previous periods. This explosion of body
plans requires a quantum increase of biological information.
New genetic information and regulation is required.{18}
Mutations at the earliest stages of embryological development
are required and they must come in almost rapid fire sequence.
Some have suggested that perhaps the genetic regulation of
body plans was just more flexible, making for more
experimentation. But we find some of the same organisms in the
strata from China to Canada and throughout the period of the
explosion. These organisms do not show evidence of greater
flexibility of form.
The type of mutation is definitely a problem, but so is the
rate of mutation. Susumo Ohno points out that “it still takes
10 million years to undergo 1% change in DNA base sequences. .
. . [The] emergence of nearly all the extant phyla of the
Kingdom Animalia within the time span of 6-10 million years
can’t possibly be explained by mutational divergence of
individual gene functions.”{19}
Darwinism would also require early similarities between
organisms with slow diversification. Phyla should only become
recognizable after perhaps hundreds of millions of years of
descent with modification. Yet the great diversity appears
first with gradual drifting afterward, the opposite of what
evolution would predict. Again some suggest that the genetic
structure of early organisms was less constrained today,
allowing early developmental mutations with less severe

results. But there would still be some developmental
trajectory that would exist so the selective advantage of the
mutation would have to outweigh the disruption of an already
established developmental pathway.
But each of these speculations is unobservable and untestable.
It’s quite possible that developmental constraints may be even
more rigid with fewer genes. But even if the constraints were
weaker, then there should be more variability in morphology of
species over space and time. But as I said earlier, the
Cambrian fauna are easily recognizable from the early Cambrian
deposits in China and Greenland to the middle Cambrian
deposits of the Burgess Shale. There is no testable or
observational basis for hypothesizing less stringent
developmental constraints.
This stunning burst of body plans in the early Cambrian and
the lack of significant new body plans since the Cambrian
indicate a limit to change. Evolutionary developmental
biologist Rudolf Raff told Time magazine over ten years ago
that “There must be limits to change. After all, we’ve had
these same old body plans for half a billion years.”{20}
Indeed, perhaps these limits to change are far more pervasive
and genetically determined than Raff even suspects.
Along the way, functional organisms must form the intermediate
forms. But even the functionality of these intermediate
organisms transforming from one body plan to another has long
puzzled even the most dedicated evolutionists. S. J. Gould,
the late Harvard paleontologist, asked,
“But how can a series of reasonable intermediates be
constructed? . . . The dung-mimicking insect is well
protected, but can there be any edge in looking only 5
percent like a turd?”{21}
With his usual flair, Gould asks a penetrating question. Most
have no problem with natural selection taking a nearly

completed design and making it just a little bit more
effective. Where the trouble really starts is trying to create
a whole new design from old parts. Evolution has still not
answered this critical question. I fully believe that
evolution is incapable of answering this question with
anything more than “I think it can.” However, unlike the
little train that could, it will take far more than willpower
to come up with the evidence.
In this brief discussion I haven’t even mentioned the
challenges of Michael Behe’s irreducible complexity,{22}
William Dembski’s specified complexity,{23} and a host of
other evolutionary problems and difficulties. This truly is a
theory in crisis.
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The
Biology
Uniqueness

of

Human

Dr. Ray Bohlin demonstrates unique biological attributes that
set humans apart because we are made in the image of God.

What’s So Special About Humans?
As humans we tend to think of ourselves as rather unique in
the created order of things. As Christians, we understand
ourselves to be created in the image and likeness of God as we
learn in Genesis 1:26. But what does this really mean?
Certainly being made in God’s image does not refer to our
physical construction; God is spirit and therefore does not
have a physical body. But God’s plan from the beginning was to
rescue us from our sin through the incarnation, God becoming
man. Jesus was and is the Son of God, Messiah, the God-Man.
Therefore it is not a stretch to suggest that our bodily makeup is meant to be the unique earthly home of Jesus and His
Spirit within us. Therefore, I suggest that our biological
make-up is unique in the animal kingdom since no other animal
is made in His image.
But what does this really mean? I am going to
borrow from several sources, principally Michael
Denton’s Nature’s Destiny{1}, to discuss the
biological uniqueness of humans. The Discovery
Institute is also in the process of producing a
film series based on Denton’s work, titled Privileged Species:
How the Cosmos is Designed for Human Life.
We are able to point out numerous qualitative abilities in the
human species found nowhere else in the animal kingdom. I will
discuss these in detail below, but I’ll provide a brief
overview now to whet your appetite.

First, I’ll be discussing our unique intelligence. Humans’
ability to think abstract thoughts appears to be absolutely
unique. It is difficult to arrive at a selective advantage in
an evolutionary sense to this type of thinking, so where did
it come from?
Second, and related to our intelligence, is our unique
language capability. Most animals communicate with their own
species, but no other species, including primates, actually
use language. As toddlers we accumulate language by simply
being around it. Chimps and gorillas have to go through
painstaking trial and error and still can’t communicate as a
three-year-old does.
Third, our excellent vision allows us to use our intelligence,
language and other capabilities to manipulate our surroundings
in precise and advantageous ways.
Fourth, our excellent manipulative tool, the hand, is
unsurpassed in other primates. We have both strength and fine
motor control in our hands, allowing us to combine a strong
grip and delicate finger movements that allow a wide range of
movements. This, combined with our upright stance, provides an
ability to restructure our immediate surroundings as no other
species can.
We are also a highly social species which allows for quick
distribution of ideas to everyone’s benefit. And all these
combine to allow us to be the only species to use and
manipulate fire, which brings a host of unique abilities.

Human Intelligence and Language
As I mentioned above, our intelligence separates us from any
other primate species. Our brain is three times the size of
the brain of a chimp. But beyond that, the number of neurons
and connections between neurons far surpasses any other
mammal. Michael Denton cites that in each cubic millimeter of

the human cortex, are 100,000 cells, about 4 kilometers of
axonal wiring and 500 meters of dendrites, and around 1
billion synapse connections between neurons. We have 10
million more of these synapses than a rat brain.
The size and scope is one thing, but our mental capabilities
are indeed unique. As mentioned above, humans are capable of
abstract and conceptual thought. No other primate exhibits any
signs of this capacity. In addition, our mathematical
reasoning is completely other compared to other animals. You
might suspect that some animals can count. But it is a learned
response attached to reward. We don’t really suspect the
rat/horse/chimp knows what they are doing. Comparing calculus
to simply counting bananas is just no comparison at all.
When you stop to consider our appreciation of the arts, there
is no place to go but humans. James Trefil is a physicist
fascinated by biology and evolution. But when considering the
arts he says, “No matter how hard I try, I can’t think of a
single evolutionary pressure that would drive the ability of
humans to produce and enjoy music and dance. . . . This has
always seemed like a serious problem to me—perhaps even a more
serious problem than that perceived by most of my colleagues.”
When we turn to language, our uniqueness is informed even
further. Plants and animals all communicate in one form or
another, but not by language as humans communicate. We
communicate both new information and abstract concepts,
something other species don’t even approach. We possess the
proper equipment to both produce and receive language and
speech. And by proper equipment I mean both the brain
processes and the anatomical necessities for actual speech
(e.g., teeth, tongue, voice box, etc.). There is also a social
ability that can utilize these upper levels of communication.
But we’ve heard about chimps and gorillas learning language.
Kanzi, a bonobo chimpanzee, learned words and even symbolic
use of a keyboard. Kanzi also learned through hearing the use

of new words. But that is where it stopped.
To quote James Trefil again, “If we take the claims being
advanced for Kanzi at face value, where are we? We have a
member of the most intelligent primate species, a veritable
Shakespeare of non-human animals, raised under special and
unusual conditions, performing at the level of a human child
of two and a half. But remember that in humans, real language
begins just after this age. . . . Then we have to conclude
that even in this optimal case, animals other than humans
cannot learn real human language.”

Human Vision and the Hand
Now I’d like to introduce two features we can easily take for
granted, our hands and our eyes.
Ordinarily we don’t think of our hands as being anything
special. But just try to think of any other creature that can
do the many and diverse things we can do with our hands. The
closest match is the hand of a chimp. But
chimp hands are larger, stronger, and even clumsy. Simple
things like using all ten fingers to type, peel an apple, or
tie a knot are beyond what chimps can do.
The strength in our fingers comes from larger muscles in the
forearm and the fine manipulative control comes from much
smaller muscles in the hand itself. Our ability to manipulate
our environment with our hands is unparalleled. Using our
intelligence we even devise additional tools for our hands to
further extend our mastery of the world around us. Full use of
our hands comes about from our upright and bipedal gait,
allowing our hands the freedom not found in any other mammal.
In his book Nature’s Destiny Michael Denton asks about the
human hand “whether any other species possesses an organ
approaching its capabilities. The answer simply must be that
no other species possesses a manipulative organ remotely

approaching the universal utility of the human hand. Even in
the field of robotics, nothing has been built which even
remotely equals the all-around manipulative capacity of the
hand.”
But in order to even use our hands well, we need exceptional
vision to be able to detect all the little things our minds
notice to manipulate. Given the physics of visible light and
the dimensions and molecular process of detecting light in our
eyes, the resolving power of the human eye is close to the
optimum for a camera-type eye using biological cells and
processes.
Some animals such as high-flying hawks and eagles detect
motion from far greater distances that we can, and some
organisms see much better in the dark than we do, but for allaround color vision, detail and resolution, our eyes seem to
be the best there is. Combined with our highly interconnected
brain, our upright gait for easily seeing straight ahead, a
swiveling neck to see side to side, and our overall size, our
eyes open the world to us as for no other species.
Developing science and technology, communicating to thousands
and even millions through the written word, and simply
exploring the world around us, are only possible through an
integrated use of our unique intelligence, social structure
and speech, hands and vision.

The Use of Fire
As I have explored the biology of human uniqueness, I have
focused on some of our individual capacities such as our
intelligence, speech, our marvelous hands, and our unique allaround color vision. I have used throughout, the wonderful
book by Michael Denton, Nature’s Destiny. Now I’m looking at
one of our key distinguishing characteristics which combine
all of these. Humans are the only biological creatures that

have mastered the use of fire. If you think for a minute,
every other animal has nothing but fear when it comes to fire.
We are also fearful of fire and the damage it can do, but we
have also managed to harness it and use it.
There are a couple of obvious advantages for the use of fire.
First it provides additional light after sundown that extends
our activity into the evening. Second, fire provides
additional warmth in the evening and allows us to venture into
colder climates. Third, fire allows us to cook food,
particularly meat which is a very significant source of fat
calories and protein. Cooking our food certainly distinguishes
us from any other creature and has allowed us to add the
necessary energy to fully use that big brain of ours which is
a major drain on our energy stores, even at night.
But beyond these, if we never harnessed the energy and power
of fire, we would not have been able to develop tools
involving metal. Using heat to forge ever more powerful hand
tools and weapons revolutionized human culture. Without fire
we could not have developed any form of chemistry and
especially the use of electricity. Electricity has
revolutionized human existence in the last 100 years. Fire is
an influential and powerful tool indeed.
But how have we been able to do this? First, we need to take
advantage of our intelligent capability for abstract thought
and reasoning. As I said earlier, we too fear fire, but we
need to be able to think about it and be curious enough to not
only rationalize that we might be able to harness its power,
but that it would also be useful. This ability to deduce the
control and use of fire requires high-level reasoning.
Denton also points out that for a fire to be sustainable it
needs to be at least 50 centimeters across (or about a foot
and a half). To create a fire of this size we need our upright
stance to walk the distance to gather the right amount and
size of branches. That means that our upright stance, free

arms, the manipulative tools of our hands, and our discerning
vision work together to allow us to create a sustainable fire.
Therefore, the control and manipulation of fire requires a
combined use of most of our unique biological capacities.
Think about this the next time you sit around a campfire or
grill your supper on a warm summer day. It’s part of what
makes us human!

Human Anatomy and Genome
In this article I have been focusing on aspects of human
biology that make us unique in the universe of living
organisms. I discussed in some detail our unique intelligence,
allowing us complex and abstract thought. We have a unique
ability to communicate audibly and through a symbolic written
word. These combine with our stereo vision and unique
manipulative tool the hand, to allow us sole possession of the
ability to use and manipulate fire. All of these capabilities
are made possible by several unique aspects of our anatomy.
Humans have the largest brain of any primate species. Whales,
dolphins, and elephants have larger brains, but size is not
the main distinctive. Our human brain is structured like no
other. If you were to open up just one cubic millimeter of our
brain you would find over 100,000 cells with 4 kilometers of
cell wiring and 1 billion connections between neurons. The
structure and organization of our brain is definitely without
parallel. Studies of our entire genome compared to chimpanzees
indicate vast differences in non-coding sequences that
influence the production of brain proteins. These changes are
in the thousands.
In 1999, famous MIT linguist Noam Chomsky, reflected that
“Thus, in the case of language, . . . (new research) is
providing interesting grounds for taking seriously an idea
that a few years ago would have seemed outlandish: that the

language organ of the brain approaches a kind of optimal
design, that it is in some interesting sense an optimal
solution to the minimal design specifications the language
organ must meet to be usable at all.” Without our unique brain
structure, our language ability would not be forthcoming.
When comparing our skeletal structure to those of our supposed
closest ancestors according to an evolutionary explanation,
there are major changes that would have been needed to be
accomplished in a relatively short time. Casey Luskin from the
Discovery Institute does an admirable job digging into these
differences and makes some sweeping conclusions. Numerous
studies indicate that between the lineage of Australopithecus
and Homo there would need to be significant changes in
shoulders, rib cage, spine, pelvis, hip, legs, arms, hands and
feet. But of these major transitions, the fossil record is
silent.
Luskin also refers to a study by Durrett and Schmidt in 2007
that estimates that a single-nucleotide mutation in a primate
species would take 6 million years to become fixed. But what
is needed are multiple mutations in multiple segments of the
skeletal system and in the physiology of the brain. Homo
sapiens are far more unique than many have suspected. The more
we learn, the more unique we become.
Since humans are created in the image of God, we expect human
biological uniqueness. Even more significantly, bearing His
image indicates an affinity for humans by the Creator we
cannot fully comprehend.
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Science and Human Origins
Dr. Ray Bohlin explains how the Discovery Institute’s book
“Science and Human Origins” reveals why evolutionary theory
cannot account for human origins.

Just What Needs to be Accomplished From
Ape-like Ancestor to Humans?
In 2012 the Discovery Institute published an edited
volume discussing the possibilities of human
evolution from an ape-like ancestor by Darwinian
evolution mechanisms. In this article I will offer
an overview of the book, Science and Human
Origins{1} and investigate the state of research into human
origins from an evolutionary perspective.

First I’d like to discuss the first
chapter by Ann Gauger. Ann is a research scientist with
Biologic Institute with laboratory experience at Harvard and
the University of Washington. Initially Ann points out two

things that are necessary for there to be a link by common
ancestry between humans and some ape-like ancestor. First
there must be a step-wise adaptive path to follow. NeoDarwinism depends on a slow, gradual path between two forms,
genes or proteins. Rapid large jumps are likely to be too
disruptive to the organism’s state of being. Either survival
or reproduction will be compromised.
Second, standard unguided Darwinian mechanisms such as
mutation, selection, random drift and genetic recombination
have to be sufficient for the task. Modern evolutionary theory
is quite insistent that only natural unguided processes are
necessary for evolution to occur no matter what the transition
being considered.
To better understand the problem, the book discusses the
numerous types of biological changes needed to transition from
a primarily arboreal monkey adjusted to life in the trees to a
walking, running, hunting gathering, intelligent, talking
human being. Compared to the other great apes, humans possess
longer legs, shorter arms, different pelvis and rib cage,
refined muscles for fingers, lips and jaw, eyes that can focus
straight ahead and still see where we are walking, larger and
unique brain structures, a head that sits directly on top of
the spine and a spine that will support upright walking and
running. Now add to that our unique capacities for language,
art and abstract thought and you can easily understand that a
lot needs to happen.
The usual series of fossils links together Lucy, the
australopithecine closest to humans and Turkana Boy (Homo
erectus), the first full member of our genus Homo. Lucy is
said to have lived 3.2 million years ago (mya) and Turkana Boy
about 1.5 mya. This is indeed a very short time span in
evolutionary terms, especially considering all that must
change. One recent paper from the journal Genetics suggested
that it would take about 6 million years for a single mutation
to be fixed in a primate lineage. This transition probably

needs tens of mutations. If you need two mutations, forget it.
That would require 216 million years.
It’s not too hard to see that standard evolutionary processes
are wholly insufficient to cause the transition between
australopithecines and humans.

The Earliest Fossils Leading to Humans
Now I want to discuss the evidence for human evolution from
the fossils. Study into ancient humans is called
paleoanthropology. Casey Luskin breaks down his discussion
into two parts, Early Hominin Fossils and Later Hominins: The
Australopithecines. Let’s start with the early hominins. As
the story goes, humans and chimpanzees share a common ancestor
about six million years ago. The fossil record of six million
years ago has been pretty stingy. Not much to choose from for
a human/chimp ancestor until the last twenty years.
The Toumai Skull (Sahelanthropus tchadnesis) was first
reported in 2002 and is widely referred to as the oldest
fossil in the hominin line. But when you dig a bit deeper as
is always necessary when discussing human evolution, not
everyone agrees. Some suggest that the Toumai Skull has far
more in common with apes than anything resembling a human. All
this skull really shows is how complex the evolutionary story
has become.
A second fossil known as “Orrorin” (Orrorin tugenensis) or
“original man” in a local Kenyan language was designated as
the earliest human link in 2001.{2} But it was little more
than a few bone fragments from an arm, thigh, lower jaw and a
few teeth. As usual, there were some saying that Orrorin
walked on two feet and others who said there isn’t enough
information to determine how this organism moved. Another
fossil found on the island of Sardinia is truly an ape but had
some indications that it too was bipedal. But Oreopithecus is

thought to have arrived at its bipedal gait independently.
This would clearly indicate that just because an ape-like
fossil had bipedal adaptations doesn’t mean it was ancestral
to humans.
Last is the curious story of “Ardi” (Ardipithecus ramidus).
Ardi is a 4.4 million year old fossil announced in 2009. Ardi
quickly rose in fame and attention, being hailed by some as
the oldest human ancestor found and the key to understanding
how human bipedalism evolved. But Casey Luskin informs us that
Ardi was originally found in the early 1990s. It took over a
decade to piece the fossil together because it was found
literally crushed and extremely brittle. How did they know how
it all really fit together? Within a year other
paleontologists indicated Ardi had little to do with human
evolution and was simply overhyped. That’s become a familiar
story. So much change to cover and so little evidence.

From “Lucy” to “Turkana Boy”
We now turn to the appearance and nature of a very important
fossil category. If humans have evolved by a Darwinian process
from an ape-like ancestor, then there must be some species or
group of species that show clear signs of being intermediate
between fossil apes and humans. For many years that position
has been occupied by the “australopithecines.” More
specifically a particular species (Australopithecus afarensis)
has been represented for decades as that ancestor, represented
by a fossil known as “Lucy.”
As Casey Luskin carefully documents, Lucy is a fossil that
represents about 40% of the original organism so it is very
incomplete, although far more representative that any earlier
fossils. He also notes that the original fossil was found
scattered over a hillside and may not truly represent a single
individual. But significantly, Lucy is not necessarily closely
related or descended from the Toumai Skull, Orrorin, or Ardi

that I discussed above. There is much about Lucy that is very
ape-like, and many anthropologists even question whether Lucy
can be considered as truly ancestral to humans.
Most significant about Lucy is the contention by some that she
possessed a form of bipedalism that was very much or at least
similar to human locomotion. But even that is highly contested
by the evolutionary experts. Lucy’s skull is small and quite
ape-like. The chest cavity is shaped in a way that would make
upright walking difficult and her arms are long like apes and
her legs are short like apes. Much is made about the shape of
her pelvis. But as Luskin points out, the shape may have been
an error in reconstruction since that part of the skeleton was
found severely crushed.
Even more to the point, Lucy shows numerous characteristics
that require significant reworking compared to the earliest
human-like fossils (Homo erectus) usually represented by
“Turkana Boy.” This two-million-year-old fossil shows itself
to be entirely human. Even its small brain is within the range
of modern humans and the brain architecture is also entirely
human and nothing like Lucy. As Luskin points out there needs
to be a sort of “Big Bang” between Lucy and Turkana Boy.{3}
What we have then is a large gap between apes and Lucy, and a
large gap between Lucy and humans. So even though the fossil
record could be interpreted to show a modest progression from
apes to humans over time, there are no true transitional forms
to document how this important transition took place.

DNA Doesn’t Lie
In a well-documented chapter, Casey Luskin examines the claims
of evangelical scientist, Francis Collins, that there is
explicit and undeniable genetic evidence that humans and
chimps evolved from a common ancestor. Collins has earned a
stellar reputation as a medical geneticist for first

discovering the gene responsible for cystic fibrosis, leading
the Human Genome Project for over a decade, and then in 2009
being named by President Obama as the head of the prestigious
National Institutes of Health (NIH). In between Collins’s role
as head of the Human Genome Project and his current role at
NIH, he founded an organization, BioLogos, dedicated to
convincing the church in America that evolution is indeed is a
fact and we need to adjust both our science and preaching to
reflect that fact.
In preparation for BioLogos he published a book titled The
Language of God.{4} In this book, Collins presents a two-fold
line of evidence that humans and chimps evolved from a common
ancestor. First he appeals to what are known as repetitive
elements in our DNA. All mammalian genomes have relatively
short sequences that can be very specific to species and
groups of species, spread throughout the genome. It appears as
if these sequences make copies of themselves and randomly
insert the copy elsewhere in the genome. These repetitive
elements are frequently found in the same place in the genome
in distant species such as mice and humans. These are referred
to as Ancient Repetitive Elements (ARE). These AREs are
assumed to have no functional significance in the organism.
This renders them as what is referred to as “selfish DNA”
which exists only to survive and reproduce.
Some AREs are found in the same chromosomal location in mice
and humans as well as humans and chimps. This sure seems like
evidence of common ancestry, as Collins claims. But the
assumption I just mentioned, that these sequences have no
function, has been widely disproved in just the last ten
years. As a result of the Human Genome Project that Collins
led, we can now search all DNA sequences for some kind of
function. Relying on work published by Richard Sternberg,
Luskin lists twenty newly discovered functions for different
types of repetitive elements in mammalian and human
genomes.{5}

The chapter discusses two other now disproven evidences for
common ancestry of humans and chimps. I hope you can see that
new and mounting evidence is making the common ancestry of
humans and chimps even more difficult to defend.

How Many Humans at the Start?
In the final chapter of Science and Human Origins, Ann Gauger
discusses a bit more of an academic argument for humans having
evolved from an ape-like ancestor. Some evolutionary
geneticists have described an argument that the level of
genetic variation for particular human genes could not have
arisen from a beginning of just two people. They state that
standard genetic equations indicate that the human population
most likely descends from a population of around 100,000
individuals. Just two people could not have generated this
much variation in 100,000 years, let alone less than 10,000
years. If their analysis is true, then the Biblical account of
Adam and Eve becomes a theological story with no historical
significance. So let’s take a look.
Gauger investigates in detail the most variable gene in
humans. This gene codes for a protein involved in the immune
system. One section of this gene is what geneticists call
“hypervariable.” Evolutionist Francisco Ayala and others
researched this gene in the mid-1990s. Ayala’s conclusion was
that the original human population that separated from the
line that evolved into chimps contained at least 32 copies of
the gene in its population. Each of us has only two copies of
each gene, so 32 copies requires at least 16 people. But
since, over time, different gene copies are lost, Ayala
estimated a human population of at least 10,000 individuals
with an average closer to 100,000.
Gauger points out that Ayala misused several assumptions. He
assumed a small mutation rate and he assumed no selection.
When Gauger corrects for these errors and examines the studies

of others, she determines that the equations, when the proper
assumptions and mutation rates are used, the original human
population could have had as few as 4 copies of this gene.
Let’s see, two copies per person, four copies, only needs two
people. How about that!
Obviously in this short article I have intentionally glossed
over the technical details. Ann Gauger gives you the details
as well as more non-technical summaries along the way. I
strongly encourage you to purchase the book. At 122 pages,
it’s readable in a Saturday. Considering all I have covered
this week, my doubts about human evolution have only been
strengthened. It becomes even more obvious over time that
Darwinian evolutionary mechanisms are proving less and less
adequate.
Notes
1. Gauger, Ann, Douglas Axe, and Casey Luskin, Science and
Human Origins (Seattle: Discovery Institute Press, 2012).
2. Ibid., p. 51.
3. Ibid., p. 65-70.
4. Francis Collins, The Language of God: A Scientist Presents
Evidence for Belief (New York: Free Press, 2006).
5. Gauger, Ann, et al., Science and Human Origins, p. 87-88.
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“I’m a Girl Because That’s
What Mommy Wanted!” — The

Ethics
of
Screening
Gender Using IVF

for

The brave new world of the future is not so far away anymore.
Fertility clinics, originally created to assist infertile
couples have children, can now screen for numerous genetic
traits. Are we ready for the responsibility and future ethical
questions? My experience says we are woefully unprepared. In
our consumer oriented society of the 21st century, we want
what we want, when we want it. If a couple has the financial
resources and says they are willing to take the medical risks,
who can say what they can and can’t do?
In July 2015 an article appeared
on Yahoo Parenting{1} about a
couple in Frisco, Texas, north of
Dallas. Rosa (36) and Vincent (37)
Costa spent $100,000, enduring
seven
rounds
of
In
Vitro
Fertilization (IVF), including one
miscarriage, just to ensure their
third child would be a girl.
Numerous fertility clinics allow infertile couples to
genetically screen their embryos for nearly 400 genetic
disorders. One additional benefit is that the embryos can also
be screened for gender. Gender is a fairly simple assessment.
Males will contain an X chromosome and a Y chromosome. Females
are XX. These chromosomes are easily identified and
distinguished.
This service is becoming more commonplace for couples since a
round of IVF can cost around $12,000. If for an additional
$6,000, screening can focus on healthy embryos, why not?
Identifying the sex of the embryos is an added bonus. But in
the last few years, couples like the Costas have mushroomed.
Some clinics report a rise of 250%. As one who has addressed

the issue of genetic engineering for over twenty years, I have
regularly discussed the possibility of choosing the sex of
your next child. The primary method used by fertility clinics
is to assess gender before implantation. If you desire a girl,
then only female embryos are implanted. Embryos of the “wrong”
sex can be discarded, frozen for later use, made available for
adoption or donated to “science” for stem cell research. Most
frozen embryos end up in limbo. They do not stay viable
forever. Some frozen embryos have been successfully revived
after 5 years in storage. But many are simply discarded.
Embryos donated for stem cell research are also ultimately
killed. In order to retrieve the valuable embryonic stem
cells, the embryo is destroyed.
Consequently, this IVF procedure to guarantee the sex of your
child ultimately results in the death of numerous perfectly
healthy embryos. So you have perfectly healthy parents
sacrificing healthy embryos just to get the male or female
child they desire. This cost is far more consequential than
the dollar amount. I’m opposed to even discarding genetically
challenged embryos for healthy embryos. Now we have crossed
the line to create human life in the laboratory with the full
intention of sacrificing embryos of the wrong sex. In another
article{2}, fertility specialist, Dr. Jeffrey Steinberg,
acknowledges he has had the technology to screen for eye-color
since 2009. He delayed making it available then due to an
outcry from the public. Saying he has a waiting list of 70-80
people, he’s getting ready to make it available again.
But despite the clear loss of innocent human life in our
search for a “balanced family” or even worse, children of the
preferred eye color, we run into the specter of facing up to
responsibilities too few have considered. The Costas, for
instance, want a little girl. There is nothing wrong with that
necessarily. But what are they really expecting? After all,
they’ve spent $100,000 in the effort. The article mentions
they will be decorating the new nursery in pink. But what if

Olivia, their chosen name, ends up not liking pink? What if
she’s a tomboy who doesn’t even like dresses? Or even more
extreme, what if she decides as a little girl, she’s really a
boy! What do you do then? Even when selecting a child’s
gender, you likely have some concept in your mind of what a
boy or girl will be like-otherwise, why choose gender at all?
It seems we are unwilling to ask the hard questions. Fertility
experts will likely cater to what their clients want. There is
competition, after all. One fertility specialist even believes
that withholding these technologies puts him in the role of
“playing god.” He won’t withhold something a client wants when
the technology is available. That equates the consumer as a
“god.” The American Idol is not just a performer looking to
win a contest to land a lucrative recording contract. The
American Idol is personal choice. As I said earlier, if
someone says they understand the risks, has the money and
wants to pursue a medical technology, whose is going to say
no? Should we say no? We have known for some time that
absolute power corrupts absolutely. Do we just stand by and
allow people to make choices that show an utter disregard for
innocent human lives in the pursuit of personal preferences?
Life becomes cheap across the board. Everyone is suddenly at
risk. Where do we draw the line?
My great concern is that public demand, not reasonable ethical
considerations, will guide medical decisions. Do we really not
have the collective will to say there are some medical
procedures or even experiments we will not do?
Notes
1. Why One Mom Spent 100K to Guarantee Baby No. 3 Is a Girl
Accessed July 14 2015.
2. Couple Spends 50K to Choose Baby’s Sex, Shining Light on
Trend Accessed July 14, 2015.
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DNA, Information, and
Signature in the Cell

the

Where Did We Come From?
Where did we come from? A simple question, but not an easy
answer. Darwin addressed this question in his book, On the
Origin of Species. Although he never really answered how the
universal common ancestor first came to life, he implied that
it was from natural causes. In this article, we are going to
look at Darwin’s method of deducing occurrences in the past
based on observations we see today. This is now referred to as
the historical or origins science method. We will find that
purely naturalistic causes fall short of explaining what we
know about DNA, but intelligent design seems to be a promising
alternative. Then we will look at scripture and see how
Christians can use these evidences for design to talk about
who that designer is. We will be using Stephen Meyer’s new
book, Signature in the Cell, to guide us on the science and
method of approaching this question.
Charles Darwin’s book, On the Origin of Species discusses his
theory on how natural selection acts on living things so that
the fittest organisms for a particular environment survive,
and how this process eventually leads to novel species and
body plans. Implied in his work is the notion that all living
things came from nature and from natural causes. So his
presupposition is that life must have first come from
impersonal things like matter and energy. Because of this,
origin-of-life scientists have been trying for years to
demonstrate how life may have come from non-life.

Let’s try to figure out how a cell could form from purely
naturalistic processes. Better yet, since we now know that
natural selection acts on random mutations within the genome,
let’s focus in on DNA, the instruction booklet for the cell.
Without DNA, cells would not function.
DNA is part of a complex information-processing systems{1} DNA
is a long, helical structure found inside the nucleus and
mitochondria of the cell. It is made of a four-molecule
alphabet arranged in a very specific order. This sequence is
like an instruction book telling the cell what parts to use to
build a protein. But this instruction book needs to be decoded with other proteins. The difficult thing is that
proteins are needed to make more DNA, but DNA is needed to
make proteins. And the cell cannot function without proteins.
This means that the first DNA molecule must have been made
differently than how it is made today.
DNA is a very complex information processing system. In fact,
Bill Gates has compared it to a computer program but far, far
more advanced than any software ever created.{2} DNA is more
than just an improbable sequence of bases; it is functional.
It tells the cells what to do. So the question we really need
to answer is, how can this kind of information arise in the
first place?

Origins and Operations Science
We are investigating what science can tell us about the origin
of life. Did we just come out of a chemical soup, or was it
something else? First, we need to answer this question: How
did DNA, the body’s instruction book, first get here? In order
to answer the question, we need to decide what method to use
to investigate this question. Since we are looking at the
science, we should use the scientific method. However, we need
to make a distinction between approaching something that is a
re-occurring, testable phenomenon, and a singular event in the

past.
As a scientist, I usually work in the area of operations
science. This is the type of science we learn in school. You
start with a hypothesis, then you conduct an experiment to
test your hypothesis. Repeat your experiment several times,
collect data, and make conclusions about your hypothesis.
Operations science deals with regular, repeatable things that
can usually be described by mathematical formulas. Oftentimes,
operations science is looking at some kind of naturally
occurring process.
But there is another type of science that forensics experts
and archeologists use. It is called origins science. Origins
science determines what caused a singular event in the past.
The role of origins science is to first determine if something
was caused by chance, natural laws, or intelligence. For
example, one could find a rock formation that looks very
similar to a human head. Was this formation caused by chance
and natural laws, such as wind and rain wearing away the rock?
Or was it caused by intelligence? Did someone carve the rock
to look this way?
Origins science operates under a different set of rules than
operations science because the event in question has already
happened, and it is not a reoccurring, observable phenomenon.
The best that we can do is look at clues to give us a
reasonable guess as to what might have happened. In Signature
in the Cell, Meyer uses origins science to determine if DNA is
a result of chance, natural laws, or intelligence:
Thaxton and his colleagues argued that inferring an
intelligent cause was legitimate in origins science, because
such sciences deal with singular events, and the actions of
intelligent agents are usually unique occurrences. On the
other hand, they argued that it was not legitimate to invoke
intelligent causes in operations science, because such
sciences only deal with regular and repeating phenomena.

Intelligent agents don’t act in rigidly regular or lawlike
ways, and therefore, cannot be described mathematically by
laws of nature.{3}
DNA replication happens all of the time, but it requires
proteins. But proteins are made by instructions from DNA. So
the first DNA molecule must have been made in a special,
atypical way, meaning it qualifies as origins science. Origins
science allows for singular acts of intelligence to explain
certain phenomena.
This means we need to investigate, using origins science, how
the first DNA molecule with its information-carrying capacity
was produced.

What Are the Possibilities?
DNA is the code for life. If we determine where it came from,
then we are one step closer to determining the origin of life.
Let’s look at the typical origin of life theories posed by
scientists as our first step in our origins science method,
and see where theories are lacking or where they are helpful.
Two things these theories all have in common is that they
presume no designer, but only natural causes, and none of them
can explain the origin of information.
The first option is that DNA might have arisen by chance. When
scientists talk about chance, they are not saying that some
entity called Chance did something. They mean random chemical
shuffling, and out of that came DNA. But it’s not good enough
to explain how random chemicals came together. Think of
scrabble pieces. To say that DNA came about by chance would be
similar to saying that someone shook a bag of scrabble pieces
and threw them on the floor and it spelled out a sentence. And
this would not be just any sentence, but step-by-step
instructions on how to build a cellular machine. Chance is not
a good explanation for the origin of DNA, because the

probability of getting something as specified and complex as
DNA is well beyond the accepted probability of zero.
The other option is DNA might have come about because of
necessity or natural law. Maybe there is some chemical or
natural reason that forced the DNA molecules to form. Two
examples of this type of origin of life theory are selforganization and biochemical predestination. The idea behind
both of these is that the molecular alphabet in DNA arranged
itself because of chemical properties or environmental
factors. Unfortunately, scientists have found that the
molecules in DNA do not chemically interact with each other
because they are stuck to a phosphate backbone, not to each
other.{4} On top of that, there isn’t even a chemical
attraction between these DNA sequences and the protein parts
they code for (known as a codon). Since there is not a selforganizing motivation for this, and there is not an
environmental factor that would favor certain combinations
over others, necessity seems to fall short of explaining the
functional information of DNA.
Some scientists propose that it is a combination of chance and
necessity. The most popular origin of life models are based on
this theory. However, Stephen Meyer shows in his book that the
two most popular models, the RNA-first world and the Oparin
model, do not explain how functional information first arose.
Ultimately these theories boil down to claiming that random
chance causes functional information.
So if all of the naturalistic theories of origin of life fall
short, then perhaps we should expand our options to theories
that allow for intelligent agents.

What if We Allow Intelligence?
It seems that all of the naturalistic explanations for the
origin of life fall short of accounting for the information-

rich molecule, DNA. As Meyer points out, apart from DNA
the machinery in cells, such specified information is
found anywhere in the natural world.{5} The only time we
these properties is in human language and writing. So if
has the properties of something that was designed, then
not entertain the idea that it was designed?

and
not
see
DNA
why

Today design is not permitted as an explanation in science.
However, historically, this has not been the case. In fact, it
was a belief in an intelligible and coherent world created by
God that motivated early scientists such as Newton, Boyle, and
Pascal.{6} However, after the Enlightenment (mid-1700s), many
scientists started operating under different assumptions. They
assumed that only natural causes, such as chance and
necessity, are permitted to explain observations.
Flash forward to Charles Darwin’s time (1860s). Darwin looked
at presently acting conditions to extrapolate back to the
origin of all living things. He saw that environmental factors
select for certain traits, such as beaks on finches. And he
saw that things like dog breeding will select for certain
desired traits. He therefore concluded that maybe the various
animals and body plans came from conditions similar to this.
He named this selective force, this breeder, natural
selection. This was based on what Darwin knew in the 1850s,
and some assumptions about intelligent causes influenced by
Enlightenment thinking. At that time Darwin knew nothing about
DNA. It would not be discovered until the 1950s.
Stephen Meyer discusses how presently there are no known
natural causes for the kind of functional information we see
in DNA. The only place we see this is in human language and
writing. So perhaps we cannot assume natural causes. Maybe DNA
arose by intelligent design. Furthermore, experimental efforts
to try to produce DNA or RNA in the lab show that a chemist or
a computer programmer must be involved in the experiment in
order to obtain functional information. Natural selection
cannot act as a breeder, because it does not have the end goal

in mind.
Intelligent Design is a strong possibility for explaining the
origin of DNA. It is something that we see in operation today.
And it is experimentally justified.

What
Does
This
Christianity?

Have

to

Do

with

We have been looking at the properties of DNA and how it has
all of the characteristics of a written code. Using the
methods of origins science that Stephen Meyer used in
Signature in the Cell, we can conclude that intelligent design
is the best explanation for the origin of DNA. Intelligence is
causally adequate to produce a code like DNA. It is
observable, in the sense that today intelligent agents produce
codes. And any experiments that try to reproduce DNA seem to
require the input of information by an intelligent agent to
make anything meaningful. This is why Meyer calls DNA the
signature in the cell. However, the science alone cannot tell
us whose signature it is, so we need to look elsewhere for
that. That’s where Christianity comes in.
As Christians we believe that God reveals himself through
general and special revelation. General revelation is God
revealing things about himself in nature. Think of it like
God’s fingerprints on creation. Special revelation is what God
has specifically revealed in the Bible. If we want to find out
whose signature is in the cell, we need special revelation to
inform us on that. And the Bible says this much. Right before
Paul says that creation reveals the attributes of God in
Romans 1:18-20, he says it is the gospel that brings salvation
in verses 16 and 17.
From the science it is reasonable to say DNA first arose by
intelligent design. DNA is one of many extra-Biblical clues
pointing us to a designer. This evidence, taken with many

other extra-biblical evidences such as the fine-tuning of the
universe for life, the moral law on our hearts, and even the
way that we know gravity works the same today as it did
yesterday, makes one suspicious that there must be a designer.
Now take the evidences for the authority of Scripture from
archeology and the Bible’s internal structure and consistency
and we have many reasons to believe that this designer is the
God of the Bible. As Paul says in Romans 1, “His invisible
attributes, namely, his eternal power and divine nature, have
been clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the world,
in the things that have been made. So they are without excuse”
(v. 20). So, even though the science will not bring someone to
a saving knowledge of Christ, they are without excuse because
it does reveal God’s attributes. Maybe when someone sees the
Signature in the Cell, they will ask, whose signature is it?
Notes
1. “After the early 1960s advances in the field of molecular
biology made clear that the digital information in DNA was
only part of a complex information-processing system, an
advanced form of nanotechnology that mirrors and exceeds our
own in its complexity, storage density, and logic of design.”
Stephen C. Meyer, Signature in the Cell (HarperOne, 2009), 14.
2. Bill Gates, The Road Ahead (Viking, 1995), 188; quoted in
Meyer, Signature, 12.
3. Meyer, Signature, 29.
4. The only time the nucleotides in DNA interact with each
other is when they are paired, A-T, C-G, and they do this
through hydrogen bonding. However, this pairing is with
nucleotides across from each other and serves to protect the
DNA molecule. The coding has to do with the sequence of bases
next to each other, and there is no chemical reason for one
nucleotide to “prefer” being next to another.
5. “Apart from the molecules comprising the gene-expression

system and machinery of the cell, sequences of structures
exhibiting such specified complexity or specified information
are not found anywhere in the natural—that is, the
nonhuman—world.” Meyer, Signature, 110.
6. In the radio transcript, I included James Maxwell in this
list. While he is among scientists whose belief in God did
influence his work, he lived from 1831-1879 which was after
the beginning of the Enlightenment. I chose to take his name
out here for clarity, although he is a good example of someone
who did not hold to the typical presuppositions of the
Enlightenment.
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A Fine-Tuned Universe
Answering the Big Questions of Life
Let’s pretend that you go outside to find your front yard full
of trash and debris. The first question that probably comes to
mind is, “Did someone do this on purpose, or was this an
accident?” In hopes of determining a cause, you begin by
looking at clues. Does the neighbor’s yard have debris in it?
If so, then it’s possible the wind blew the trash and debris
into both your yards. If not, then you become suspicious. Why
are you suspicious? The probability that the wind would blow
trash in your yard, but not your next door neighbor’s yard is
low. But it is possible, so you look for more clues. Upon
further examination you find that the debris stops right at
the property line between your yard and your neighbor’s yard.
This makes you even more suspicious because the probability of
this happening by chance is now lower than it was before.

Although you were not there to see the trash thrown in your
yard, you are fairly certain someone did this on purpose.
Although you may intuit the cause, the reason why you assume
foul play is because with each clue comes a probability of its
occurrence. With multiple clues, the probabilities multiply,
so finding two clues that are improbable makes the entire
event even more improbable.
Taking our scope beyond your backyard to the earth and to the
universe, the question becomes, “Why are the universe and
earth here after all? Why is it the way it is?” When it comes
down to it, just like with your front yard, we are left with
two causal options: either life, the universe, and everything
in between were put here on purpose, or it was an accident.
Every effect has a cause, but if we take cause and effects
back far enough, eventually we will find something that is
eternal or the ultimate cause. Therefore, we have two options:
either that eternal thing is natural or it is supernatural. Or
put another way, either the universe itself (or at least the
matter and energy that makes up the universe) is eternal, or
something outside of the universe and nature is eternal.
This article will look at the clues within our universe that
will help us answer whether the universe arose by accident or
was put here on purpose. We will be looking at some very
improbable fine-tuned parameters that not only allow for stars
and galaxies to be here, but also parameters that allow for
life. Finally we will look at parameters that seem to be in
place not just for any life, but for us in particular.
Not to give away the ending, but the Bible tells us that “the
heavens declare the glory of God,”{1} and it turns out there
are some clues that seem to indicate intentionality or purpose
in design. However, the Bible also says that man will suppress
the truth. So even though the clues seem to point towards
design, we will see examples of how some scientists explain
these clues without invoking any kind of designer or

supernatural agent. Basically, we will see how they can still
have an eternal universe instead of something eternal that is
outside of the universe.

The Fine-Tuned Parameters for Life{2}
Physicists have concluded that certain features of the
universe have to be almost exactly as they are, otherwise the
universe wouldn’t be here. For example, the universe is
expanding outward. If it expanded any faster, it would
overcome gravity, and galaxies, stars, and planets would fly
apart. If it expanded any slower, gravity would take over and
everything would come crashing back together.
On a much smaller scale, the same idea applies to the atom.
When asked what he was thankful for, a friend of mine replied,
“That my atoms don’t just explode.”{3} If you think about it,
why don’t our atoms just fly apart? Just like the expanding
universe, the properties of protons, neutrons, and electrons
are just right so that the electrons don’t come crashing into
the atom or the atom doesn’t fly apart. Without atoms, nothing
would be here, and yet the forces that hold the atom together
are apparently so balanced that they seem to be resting on a
knife’s edge.
Not only is our universe fine-tuned for existence, but the
earth is fine-tuned for life. You may not realize this, but
water is a unique substance with very uncommon properties.
Most substances are denser when they are a solid than when
they are a liquid, but water is not. It is denser as a liquid,
so we observe ice floating instead of sinking. What’s the big
deal? The big deal is that we need this property to survive.
The ocean has an entire ecosystem including plants and
bacteria. The oceanic plants and bacteria account for a large
amount of oxygen in our atmosphere. Thanks to water freezing
from the top down, these organisms can continue to live
underwater, even if the top of the water is frozen.

Interestingly, Earth is in just the right temperature range
for water to be a liquid. This is a very narrow temperature
range compared to the ranges for steam or ice. Given all of
the possible temperatures and pressures in the universe, you
will most likely find water as a solid or a gas. But Earth
just happens to be in that narrow range for water to occur as
a liquid. Considering that we need water to survive, I find
this rather convenient.
Physicists have come to the conclusion that the universe is
remarkably fine-tuned. There are constants, such as the
gravitational constant or the gas constant, that are just the
right values for life. Gravity and the atomic forces seem to
be perfectly balanced for life. So the question is, what does
this remarkable fine tuning mean? Is there someone who has set
the dials of the universe to make it just right for us? Or is
this the result of random chance?

Goldilocks Explains Fine-Tuning
The fine-tuned parameters of the universe that allow for its
existence and allow for life are highly improbable. Many
people try to explain away these very improbable factors by
appealing to chance or natural laws. But the fine-tuned
factors are so improbable that they would seem to be
impossible.
One way to try to explain this is to assume that maybe the
universe is infinite; after all, given an infinite amount of
time, even the improbable can become possible, right? It turns
out the universe is not infinite. Physicists have concluded,
using evidence from Erwin Hubble’s studies and Einstein’s
theories, that the universe had a beginning that they call the
Big Bang.
If scientists want to appeal to chance, they are confined to a
given amount of time. However, the fine-tuned parameters are

so improbable that even fifteen billion years is not enough
time. Some scientists try to find a way to have an infinite
universe anyway because they wish to circumvent the God
question.{4} The only way to do this, given fine-tuning, is to
increase your probabilistic occurrences. The most popular
theory is the multiverse or many universes theory. This idea
is that there are many universes, and the one we’re in happens
to be well-suited for life. Our fine-tuned parameters are not
fine-tuned at all; they are just one set among many sets of
parameters, each within its own universe.
Remember Goldilocks and the three bears? “This porridge is too
hot . . . this porridge is too cold . . . this porridge is
just right!” Given three options, Goldie found one that was
just right. According to multiverse theory, there are an
infinite number of universes: some too hot, some too cold. But
if there are an infinite number to choose from, certainly one
must be just right.
However, there is no evidence for there being any universes
other than our own. Physicists readily admit that we do not
have access to the other universes, but we must assume they
are there. Essentially, they have constructed a theory that
postulates something infinite and beyond ourselves, something
wholly other than our universe and not necessarily measurable
from our finite perspective. It seems that in order to get
away from a creator, physicists have posed a theory which
appeals to something that we can never know to be true and
must take on faith. But unlike the Christian faith, this is
faith in something that has no evidence of its existence.

String Theory Explains Everything . . .
or Nothing{5}
Many scientists want to find a mathematical theory of
everything in hopes that maybe this will answer the question
as to why the universe is here.

Scientists have several theories to explain how the major
forces interact with each other. There are theories for
electricity and magnetism and for the forces that hold an atom
together. But the one thing that still has physicists baffled
is gravity. How do we explain gravity in relation to these
other forces? Some scientists believe that if we can find a
way to relate gravity to all of the other forces, then maybe
we will understand how the universe came into existence.
In the last twenty years, physicists have developed a theory
called string theory that tries to combine gravity and quantum
mechanics. String theory began by describing the parts that
make up protons (known as hadrons) as particles that behave as
if they are on the ends of strings. The mathematics for this
looks a lot like that of harmonic oscillators (springs).
However, these strings are not particles, they are strings of
energy. Okay, reasonable enough. We know that electrons and
photons act like both particles and waves, and one can think
of these strings as standing waves. But because of issues with
the mathematics, either everything has to be fundamentally
made up of strings of energy or nothing.
String theory mathematics, though, led to some interesting
features, including the fact that there has to be ten
dimensional space, not our normal three dimensions plus time.
So those other dimensions either have to be hiding somewhere
or the math fails. Scientists have proposed theories that
describe the other dimensions as being “compacted.”
String theory math is complex and perhaps inelegant, but it is
compelling because it does a better job than any other theory
of relating gravity to quantum mechanics. I think there is
some promise to the ideas of string theory, but scientists
seemed too eager to make it a theory of everything in hopes
that the purpose of the universe can be explained through
mathematics and physical laws. We can never really be sure of
the validity of string theory because it is impossible to test
it experimentally.{6} However, we should note that scientists

don’t escape the fine tuning issue. String theory math works
in ten dimensions and ten dimensions only. So string theory is
itself finely tuned. Fine tuning doesn’t arise from it. In
fact, any equation or theory of everything would still be fine
tuned. It seems to point towards a designer (or Mathematician,
if you would prefer).
Ultimately, natural laws or equations cannot explain fine
tuning because it still boils down to this question: Are the
laws put here on purpose or did they arise by chance? If you
refuse purpose, then you are left with chance.

Fine-Tuned for Life and for Discovery
What if the fine tuning of the universe is the result of some
kind of design or something supernatural beyond our universe?
Does this hypothesis help explain some other inexplicable
coincidences? It seems that if the universe and earth were
designed for life, maybe it was also designed, not just for
organic life, but with us intellectual beings in mind.
The fine-tuned parameters of the universe beg to be explained.
However, as William Lane Craig says, explaining these
observations puts the physicist in the realm of philosophy
because he is trying to explain the purpose for the
observation of fine-tuning. “The theistic philosopher can
therefore without apology or embarrassment introduce his
metaphysical commitment to theism as an at least equally
plausible, if not superior, alternative explanation to
metaphysical, naturalistic accounts of the complex order of
the universe.”{7}
The fine-tuning of life seems to point to some of the
attributes of God. Psalm 19 says, “The heavens declare the
glory of God, and the sky above proclaims his handiwork.”
This perspective has explanatory power.{8} We are able to
explain things that naturalists have passed off as a

coincidence. For example, the earth’s moon is important for
life because it affects the tides which circulate nutrients in
the ocean. But the moon also happens to be the perfect size
such that from the Earth’s viewpoint, it can completely block
out the sun [during an eclipse]. The sun is 400 times farther
away from the earth than the moon, but it is also 400 times
larger. In other words, the moon’s size is exactly
proportional to the Earth’s distance from the sun. This isn’t
needed for life, but it is needed for discovery. Thanks to
total solar eclipses, relativity theory was confirmed. We have
also learned about the composition of the sun, the activity of
the sun, and many other features of our sun.
And if that isn’t suspicious enough, it turns out the Earth is
in a perfect position in our galaxy to study astronomy. If we
were anywhere other than in between two of the spiral arms of
the Milky Way, the sky would be too bright to use telescopes.
And what about our atmosphere? Yes, the Earth’s atmosphere has
the perfect balance of nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon
dioxide to allow for life, but it also happens to be clear
enough to allow us to look out into the heavens. All of this
might be attributed to chance coincidences, but if we allow
that the universe was designed for life, then perhaps it was
designed with us in mind. And why not? Psalm 8 says, “When I
look at Your heavens, the work of Your fingers, the moon and
the stars, which You have set in place, what is man that You
are mindful of him?”{9} But the Psalm continues by describing
man as very valuable to God; he is only a little lower than
the heavenly beings, and God has crowned him with glory and
honor.
The scientific observations tell us that the universe and the
Earth seem remarkably fine-tuned for life and for discovery.
Investigation of these clues seems to point towards some kind
of purpose and design. If we take what we observe in nature
with what is revealed in Scripture, there is compelling
reasons to believe that God created the heavens and the earth,

and He created them with us in mind.
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